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ABSTRACT

This mini-t.hesis deals essentially with t,he issue of computers-

in-education. It, is a very basic investigat.ion into the impact

of computers on the learning and teaching environment and is

parEicularly concerned with the emancipatory possibilities of

using computers in the teaching situation.

Computer technologry, while being regarded by many as a luxury

that a changing South Africa cannoE afford, is too powerful and

pervasive a phenomenon to be ignored in a modern information

society such as ours. Education is about creating opportunities

for students to acquire the necessary skills and knowledge to

cope with the challenges of society and to transform it. In my

mini-thesis I propose that t.he provision of computer skills to

students and teachers, is an important contribution towards the

aim of social transformation.

The mini-thesis, is not about. technologD/ per se, but rather about

the impact of technology on education. I have attempt.ed to search

beyond the level of mere excitement about comput.ers with the

purpose of finding ways in which computers can be used to advance

emancipatory educational practices.

I examine Ehe concept of People's Education and its historical

rooEs within the cont,inuing education crisis in South Africa. I

briefty describe the educat.ion crisis and argue that educaEion

is not poligica11y neutral. I show how education is consciously

L
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consEructed as an ideological st.ate apparatus through which t'he

state reproduces the dominant ideology and associated values.

Schooling generally presents the values and interests of the

socially dominant groups as if t.hey are universal truths '

Schooling is an important means of establishing and reproducing

the social consent and legitimacy for the state to rule in Ehe

way it, does. Within a racist, sEate, such as SouEhAfrica has been

until now, schooling is an important instrument in maintaining

the racisE values upon which such a society is constructed.

An import.anE argLment of this mini-thesis is that People's

Education is an attempt to challenge and Eransform the power

relations within apartheid schooling. Among other t'hings,

People's Education attempts to democratise the process of

developing learning materials and teaching practices. It. is in

this context that I examine the role of compuEers-in-education.

I am int.erested in establishing to what extent the use of

compuEers help to give students a greater voice. I look at the

creative possibilities of materials development and observe who

gets silenced by the introduction of technology within learning

groups. I consider to what extent the use of computers Iends

itself to collaborative-, peer-Iearning and smal1-group work in

order Eo est.ablish a greater degree of emancipatory practices.

An underlying concern in all these is to create wider access to

technical skiI1s and resources, which have historically been

enjoyed mainly by the privileged groups in the South African

society.

2
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I argue that there are aS many dangers in using compuEer

technologry as there are emancipaEory possibilities. A critical

approach is essential in eliciting lhe transformative

possibilities of compuEer supported education. I refer to the

Computer Supported Education Unit (CSE) aE the University of the

Western Cape (tIwC) and its role wit.hin the institution's Academic

DevelopmenE Programme (ADP). As the current. co-ordinator of the

CSE project I reflect on attempts by the project to use computer

technology to promote the ADP, which may be regarded as the

university,s biggest single programme committed to educational

change. The usefulness of the compuLer for targe-group teaching

is also considered in this context.

A large part of the mini-thesis focuses essentially on my own

classroom t.eaching practice. It reporEs on an action research

investigation into the computers-in-education course for Higher

Diploma in Education (HDE) students at UWC. The research,

consist.ing of two action research cycles, reflects crit.ically on

my own practice aS much aS on Ehe impact of the course on the

studengs. The research involved some aspects of the work of the

Community Education Computer Society (CECS).

My findings suggest Ehat the use of computers in education cannot

be fuIIy understood without understanding the issue of power

relations. My research has revealed that the impact of computer

technologry on educational pract.ices is mediated by issues such

aS race, gender, language and a host of cultural factors.

3
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This invest.igation I believe, lends valuable insight inEo t,he

emancipaEory possibilities of Ehe technology, which is t.he main

concern of the mini-t.hesis.

4
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CHAPTER ONE

DEFINING THE CONTEXT

1.1 Introduction

This study should be seen against the backdrop of educational

research as'a form of poliLical contestation in South Africa.

Educational research has the effect. of either supporting or

alternatively challenging the status quo directly or indirectly-

The arena of educational research has become 
. 
particularly

important in t.he light of the current socio-political changes

initiated by t,he South African sEate.. There appears to be an

at,Eempt. by the current government to seize and maintain the

initiative in the field of educational change (Unterhalter &

Wolpe, l-989) . In the tight of the present nat.ional political

negotiations, policy research has been accord a high priority by

the major parEies involved. A11 sides of the poliLical spectrum

require a strong research base to inform Eheir policy proposals

during the negotiations process. It appears to me that the

polit,ical urgency of policy research has had the effect of

turning educational research into a process engaged in mostly by

"experts". The prOliferat.ion of suCh "policy experts" and private

consultants reflect a tendency both within the ranks of the

political left and right. The point here is not Eo argue against

policy research, buE rather to alert ourselves t.o the possible

danger of elitism that could emerge from it. If we leave it Eo

5
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t,he "policy experts" to bring about educational change, we may

find that changes are imposed from the top and that such change

may not, be sensiEive enough Eo the needs of those practitioners

on the ground.

While poliry research remains important for political change, it

is equally important for practitioners themselves to engage in

forms of act.ion researcht in order Eo initiate change on

grassroots 1evel. Emancipatory action research is centrally

concerned with bringing about change in the practices and

understandings of people. Although it would be unrealistic to

claim that action research could bring about social

transformat.ion on its own, I believe it can create the necessaltr/

condiEions which make broader transformation possible. Action

researchers initiat.e and engage in the process of Eransformation

which many researchers merely t.heorise about. The importance of

this is well captured in Marx's l-l-th Thesis on Feuerbach-

Philosophers
various ways
L94L: 30)

have only interpreted the
Ehe point is to change

world in
it (Marx,

I hope to show how I started to move from a position of merely

theorising about change Eo one of getEing involved in the actual

process of change, with aII its social and personal

ramifications. My own transformation can be largely atEributed

1 I give a more detailed exposition of action research later
in this chapter as well as in chapt.ers three and four.

6
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to the M.Ed. Action Research course2 of which this mini-thesis

is the final assignment. In order to lend a better insight into

t,he context within which this mini-thesis appears, I need to say

something about. my personal background and the t'hings which

helped to colour my own views.

1.2 Personal background

I grew up in what can be described as a working class community,

Bont.eheuwel, in Cape Town. I attended one of the more prestigious

middle class Coloured3 schools - Livingstone Secondary School.

It is here where I experienced some of my early political

influences. The school's senior staff and most of the other

teachers were members of the Teachers League of South Africa

(TLSA) 4. Nevertheless, my iniCial involvemenE in protest

potitics was through the early Black Consciousness MovemenEs,

which was then regarded aS an anathema by the school's

authorit.ies. I became the president. of Ehe South African B1ack

2 The M.Ed Course was conducted by the Didactics Department,
UWC during which time I underEook an action research project.

3 "Coloured" here denotes one of the four major racially
classified population groups - Africans, Indians, Coloureds,
Whit.es - in Apartheid South Africa. There are currently seventeen
independent racially-based education departments in Sout.h Africa.

4The Teachers League of South Africa formed part of the
Unity Movement of Sout.h Africa (UMSA) , now renamed the New Unity
Movement. (NEUM), which has fought againsE Apartheid education for
many years. The NEUM is perceived as political rivals to other
liberation movements such as the Black Consciousness Movement,
Pan Africanist Congress and African National Congress.

s Black consciousness was popularised in the l-970's by
student leader Steve Biko, and formed the basis for future
protesE mass acLion led by sympathisers of the African Nat.ional
Congress in the l-980's (Price, L992) .

7
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Scholars Association (SABSA) 5, which was one of the fore-runners

of t.he present Congress of Sout.h African St.udenEs (COSAS) . I was

detained by the security police while in standard nine. Alt,hough

this experience was traumatic, it helped to "politicise" me even

more. In t975 f left South Africa to undertake four years of

sEudy at Karachi University in Pakistan. !{hi1e there, I was

furt,her exposed to t.he political st.ruggles of various " third

world' liberation groups. These experiences helped to broaden my

political horizons and introduced me to socialist theories of

change. On my return in 1981-, I conEinued my studies at the

University of Cape Town (UCT). I became active within Ehe

milit.ant politics of the Azanian SEudents Organisation (AZASO)7

which aimed at promoting political resistance and subvert.ing t.he

sEatus quo.

I also became active in community-based political struggles

through the activities of youth and civic bodies. These

acE.iviEies formed part of the national liberation struggle

conducted by what was later known as the Mass Democratic

MovemenEs.

5 SASSA was a black consciousness organisation aimed at
recruit.ing High school students into the anti-AparEheid
struggle. COSAS emerged in the 1980's with the ascendancy of the
AI{C's non-racial form of political struggle.

?AZASO was the non-racial sEudent liberation movement which
was atigned to the A}trC-oriented Mass Democratic Movement. AZASO
has been transformed into what is presently known as the SouEh
African Students Congress (SASCO) .

8 The Mass Democratic Movement (MDM) occupied the political
vacuum which was created by the banning in 1962 of national
liberation organisations, such as the African National Congress
(AIIC), the South African Congress of Trade Unions (SACTU) , and

8
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I assumed a teaching post at Westridge Higrh School in Mitchells

Plaine in L983. The repressive nature of Apartheid schooling, I

found, made it. difficulE to translate Some of my "activiSt" ideas

into classroom practice without thereby risking my job. My

atEempt.s to subvert the Apartheid curriculum in t,he classroom

through nalEernative" History and English lessons, as well aS my

act.ive involvement in the poliEicisaEion of the school's Student

Representative Council (SRC), incurred the wrath of both the

school principal and school inspectors. In the midst of the

nation-wide school protest.s in 1985, I had to abscond from my

duties as a teacher because the security police were seeking t.o

deEain me.

As I have tried to point out above, my int.erest in bringing about

educational change stemmed from my desire to make a contribution

to the wider process of polit.ical Eransformat.ion. However, if I

reflect on it now, it seems Lo me that my political fervour then

was not matched by an adequate t.heoretical undersEanding of

educat,ional Eransf ormat.ion on both the micro and macro 1eve1s.

This commitment to change was strengthened by the theoretical

grounding provided by Ehe B.Ed.10 studies which f pursued at the

University of Ehe Western Cape (UWC) in L987 - 1988. While the

the South African Communist Party (SACP). The MDM consisted of
AI,trC-aligned organisations such as the Unit.ed DemocraEic Front
(UDF), the Congress of South African Trade Unions (COSATU), and
the National Education Crisis Committee (NECC) (Barre1, l-984).

eUitchells Plain is the largest, "Coloured" township in South
Africa, and can be described as being largely working class in
character.

loThis is a post graduate course which can be regarded aS
the equivalent of an honours course in Education

9
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B.Ed. Course certainly provided me with valuable insight.s int.o

the change process, I do not want to suggest that it actually
gave all "the answers". In fact, despite my supposed

"enlightenment" I still found myself guilty of engaging in

classroom practices which were not always emancipatory. I

therefore felt the need to pursue further academic st.udies with

the aim of improving nt}r classroom practices and bringing about

educational transformation.

1.3 The M.Ed. Action Research Course

1 . 3 . L lt$z entry into Ehe M. Ed. Course

r joined the Didactics DeparEmenEll at UWC, charged with the

responsibility of co-ordinating a computer laboratory aimed at

serving the needs of Education students. I was responsible for

teaching a computer-based materials development course Eo Ehe

Higher Diploma in Education (HDE) students.12

My decision t,o join t.he Mast.ers in Education (M.Ed. ) Action

Research class came after two years of doubt and confusion about.

what I really want.ed to do. f initially feIE thaE I would be more

empowered as an education "activist" by getting involved in

11This Department is committed to giving greater substance
to the UWC's commitment to democratisaLion. The Department has
over the years attempted to replace the philosophy of fundamental
pedagogics in their method (subject didact.ics) courses with that
of critical pedagogry.

72I explain t.he nature of t.his course in more deEail when I
describe my research projecE in chapt.er 4.

l_0
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examining and analyzing various theories about education,

sociologrlf and political economy. I idenEif ied that Eype of

int,ellectua} acEivity as a way of conLinuing my contribution to

the building of a better education system. I was of the opinion

that type of role would be more effective than my remaining a

teacher aE a secondary school where I would be trying to widen

the cracks in the apartheid wa]1 with the few and mostly

inef f ect.ive intellectual Eools at rnlr disposal.

Having been an activisE in community and education struggles, I

felt the need to reconcile my academic and theoretical interests

with my activism in community-based organisations. I have been

involved with Eeachers engaging in resource development, and

skil1s training, through both Ehe Western Cape Teachers Union

(WECTU) and t,he Community Education Computer Society (CECS) . My

longer and more significant, involvement in the latter, motivated

me to consider more serious reflection on the role of computer

technologL in developing emancipat.ory t.eaching resources and to

consider how that role relates to democratic classroom practices.

L.3 .2 Initial uncertainties

My initial plan was to do ethnographic research on in-service

teacher training in the use of computers for resource

development. Thinking about what it would mean for my continued

practices in the organisation and ongoing in-service training

(INSET) workshops, I started doubting the wisdom of my initial

1L
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decision. I feared that I could land up doing highly theoretical

research, which may or may noE be read by other academics. I also

had to consider what this research would mean in practical terms

for t.hose 'non-academic" teachers who actively participate in

t,hese programmes and who are thus direcE.ly affected by them. I

asked myself, "Wou1d a theoreEical analysis on Computer usage in

a po1it.ica1Iy embattled education system necessarily change

anything in t,he way t.hings are currenEly done and sLrucEured? " .

The pracEical and political purpose of my research intention was

an important consideration in my eventual decision about the

nature and direct.ion of this research projecE-

Through my involvement in t.he Didact.ics Department, whose focus

is the practice of teaching and the active reflect.ion on related

theories in practice, I enjoyed an organic link with other

educaEion practit.ioners. My location within the Department, f

believed, would afford me the opportunity Eo establish a

dialecticall! relationship between educational theory and

practice. That was my major motivation for joining the action

research M. Ed course. The motivat.ion was rooEed very much in the

possibilities for educational change which the course could

offer.

On a personal level, I was hoping that the action research course

would help me develop a deeper understanding of my own teaching

13 A relationship in which theory and practice mut,ually
influence and Shape each ot.her, each with it.s contradict.ions and
similarities conCributing to a dynamic growth in understanding
the action research process (Winter, 1989: 25) -

L2
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practices in the compuEers-in-education courses that I offered

to st.udenEs (I wiII elaborate on t.his in chapter three). One

often falIs int.o a routine which tends to make one less

questioning of one'S own teaching practices. I was also hoping

that t.he course would help me come t,o Eerms with Ehe

conEradictions of using a "firsE world" technology in a 'third

world' situation, and develop a new theoretical discourse within

this field. This, I thoughg, would entail theorising some of my

practices in a dialectical and self-reflective manner.la I

expected my involvement in the M.Ed. course to help inform the

way f would think of structuring and developing the compuEers-in-

education course in the fuEure.

1.3 .3 . Anxieties

During my initial exposure to acLion research it seemed straight-

forward, quite clear and neatly-packaged into a four-cycle method

of planning, acEion, observation and reflection. However, in t.he

process of engaging more thoroughly with some of the action

research course-readings in the M.Ed. cIass, a maze of

complexit,ies emerged. Concepts and issues concerning change such

aS emancipation, education, research, democrdCY, theory and truth

st.arted to appear to be much more int,ricate Ehan what I

previously t.hought. My o1d "macro-Eheories" of educational change

14The omission of "about" after "theorising" is deliberate.
"Theorising practices in a dialectical way" helps me t,o overcome
the artificial conceptual separation between theory and practice,
which the phrase, "theorising abouE practices" would be implying
on the other hand. I discuss the relationship between theory and
practice in more detail in chapter five.

13
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and liberation were now placed under closer scrutiny. A11 these

conceptual constructs and their theoreEical assumptions, which

I have always simply taken for granted under the label
nprogfressiven, now needed Eo be unpacked. In starting Ehis

process, I feared that I was getting into an ongoing spiral of

quesEions, without adequate answers. There I stood, wit.h all the

assumptions which I had based my worldview on, being kicked out

from under me. This undoubtedly left me feeling veraz insecure.

What. rea11y worried me then, was the facE that there did not

appear to be any one answer to the ever-increasing number of

questions.

The woolliness and looseness of thought that starEed to replace

my previously clearly defined Ehoughts, made me feel

uncomforEable and intellectually insecure. In reErospect, I came

to appreciate the fact that the process of change was not

something nout there", but was very much about changes within our

personal selves, and therefore very difficult to int.ernalise.

Schon (197L:

explains that

12) commenting on the complexity of change,

all real change involves

passing through zones of uncertainty
of being at sea, of being lost, of
inf ormation t.han you can handle.

the situation
confronting more

The above quot.ation reflects very much how I felt throughout most

of the action research M.Ed. course. The course exposed some of

the contradictions inherent in my theoretically-rooted

L4
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conceptions of action research. AS my understanding of action

research deepened, the less I fett thaL I understood it. The

seemingly simple idea of theory-informing-practice and practice-

informing-theory now proved to be problematic Eo me; the solid

"truths" based upon macro-Social theories seemed noE much

substantiated any longer; t.he general perceptions on which I

based my understanding of the world and conducted my social and

political practices, now seemed questionable. One's automaEic

response is Eo resist. and complain, and t.hen reflect, become more

confused, reflect again, and hopefully develop Some

conceptual framework sound enough to keep one's world turning in

the righE. direction for a whi1e.

I remember how anxious I became when I realised that fi[/

colleagues in the M.Ed. course were already "experimenting' with

their research projects, while I was sti1l grappling with the

uncertainty about which problem area to research. I was unsure

about which aspect of computers-in-education I was to research

and how besE E.o approach it..

I found the following passage consoling:

Act,ion Research does not mean that, ds a Eeacher-
researcher, you have to undertake a vast plan of
act,ion in order to justify calling it "research". Also
there need not be a "problem" in your classroom as
such, in order t.o justify your doing AcLion Research-
There may simply be something which you might like to
see happening slightly differently (Davidoff & van den
Berg, 1990: 33).

15
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L.4

L.4

Action Research

1 What. is action research?

I will not attempt to offer a definition of action research since

I do not believe that it is the most useful way to explain a

concept. A definition, I believe, tends to absolutise a

phenomenon, ignoring the changing naEure of reality. It is with

such cauEion t.hat f shalt try to provide a brief and a

necessarily superficial overview of what the acEion research

process entails. I deal with action research throughout the

various chapters of Ehis mini-thesis and hopefully that would

cont.ribute to a better understanding of action research than any

single explanation could possibly do.

Action research is located within the qualitative research

paradigrm (Carr & Kemmis, 1986) which operates on t.he premise Ehat

reality is socially const.ructed through Ehe collective meanings

of individuals, rather than being cast in sEone "out there",

waiting to be discovered.

.lohn ElIiott (1-981 : L7 ) commenting on the change-objective of

research isaction research writes that action

the st.udy of a social
improving the quality of

situation with a view to
action within it.
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Emancipatory action researchtS focuses not only on the pI9_9:_::

of change, but more so on the strategic direction of the change

and t.he place of human agency in that process of change. It asks

the question, Change towards what end? It treaEs change as a

dynamic whole rather than merely a set of st.rategies. In this way

it differs on the one hand, from quantiEative research which

seeks to discover and understand causal relat.ions in social

sit.uations, and on the other, from interpretive-qualitative

research which merely seeks understanding by examining the

experiences of subjects within situations (McNiff, 1988) .

The action-research approach makes use of what can be ca11ed

four-phased cycles or spirals - planning, act.ing, observing and

reflecting. These can be repeated continuously, with each cycle

establishing a new layer of understanding and improved practice

from the perspective of the act.ion researcher. The deeper I

became involved in my owrl action research process, the more I

realised how complex these phases are. In many instances Ehese

"phases" and "cycles" are not clearly identifiable and ought not.

t,o be understood within a mechanistic way. One of ten

underestimates t.he complexity and the slowness of the process of

change.

L.4.2 Political context of act.ion research

The key role of t.he readings on critical pedagogry which formed

1s Emancipatory action research can be distinguished from
practical and technical action research. I discuss the various
strands in action research lat.er in chapter two.

t7
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part of the M.Ed. act.ion research course, helped t,o address my

uneasiness about some aspects of action research. One of these

concerns was Ehe fact that. action research appeared to be too

small-scale or too specific to relate Eo Ehe macro-Ievels of

political change. While I do not agree with scepEics like Gibson

(1985: 59) who talks about "its (action research) powerlessness,

even irreLevance, in the face of structural inequality and

injusEice", I share t.he concern abouE the need to link sma1l-

scale research to the issues of macro-politics. AE the same time,

I do not betieve that large-scale quant.itative research would

necessarily bring uS closer to "t.he truth". Nevertheless, m5/

exposure to critical pedagogy helped to draw together, for me at

least, the various micro and macro strands of action research.

It is important that teachers are able to link their individual

classroom practices to the larger educational imperatives in

society. Emancipatory action research can turn classroom pracEice

into a political strategry f or social chanqe.

Action research offers the potent.ial for teachers to become

"transformative intellectuals" (Giroux, 1-988: L21-') - It gives

t.eachers the opportunit.y to inquire systematically and critically

into Ehe paEEerns of t.eaching and learning going on in Ehe

classroom. Action research, in my opinion, is a democratic form

of research which enables t.eachers to devel-op a coherent socio-

political perspective necessary to change the overall form of

schooling in South Africa.

18
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Action research has the potential to be transformat.ive by

translating the political rhet.oric into pracEical action. If

widening the cracks in Ehe waII of Apartheid forms part of a

wider transformational process, this research iniciative can be

Seen aS an import.ant vehicle for change on a grassroots 1evel.

Carr and Kemnis (19862 205) explain that:

Emancipatory action research is an empowering process
for participants; it engages them to participate in
the struggle for more rational, just., democratic and
futfi11ing forms of education. It is "activisE" in
that it engages them in Eaking action on the basis of
their critical and self-critical reflection.

1,. 5. Education crisis

1-.5 .1 The current crisis

This action research initiative assumes it.s significance within

the context of a national education system in crisis. Education

in Sout,h Africa has been a central arena in which st.ruggles for

social and political hegemonyl6 have been fought. The issue of

ownership and control over education and it.s future direction is

stil-l an ongoing battle. The struggfe for educational change is

closely linked to the broader socio-political changes in the

country. On the one hand, significant progress has been made in

getting the State Eo recognise previously outlawed teacher

structures like SADTU, dS weII aS the StaEe'S willingness to

ltMcl,aren (1989: 173) refers to hegemony as
which t.he powerful win Lhe consent of those who
with the oppressed unknowingly participat.ing
oppression.

a
are
in

struggle in
oppressed,
their own
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negoeiate with democrat.ic educat.ion structures such as Ehe

NationaL Education Co-ordinating CommiEtee (NECC). On the other

hand, the State is sEi1l continuing with the unilat.eral

restrucEuring of education (Samuel , L992: 3). According to 'John

Samuel, Head of the Education Desk of t.he Af rican National

Congress (A\IC)17, the present government aims Eo control the

education syst.em and maintain the privileges of the dominant

social groups. An example of Ehis unilateral restructuring is t,he

introducEion of Model- C18 schooling. Samuel (L9922 3) is higrhly

critical of this, arguing Ehat it

seeks to privatise education for Ehe benefiE of the
priviteged sectors of our society.

In 1,992 the Minister of Educat.ion and Culture in the House of

Assemb1yle, introduced legislation which transformed all non-

private white schools into what is referred to aS "Mode1 Cn

schools. According to this legislation the operational costs of

these schools would rest with the schools' parent community

17The ANC is a major liberaEion movement in SouEh Africa,
seeking t,o establish a non-racial democratic society.

18 This model was one of a number of alternatives previously
available to white schools. Model C schools have an "open" option
regarding access according Eo which the loca1 school governing
bodies determine admission policy.

1e Note that there are 17 education depart.ments of which the
House of Asssenrlcly (Department. of Education and Culture) cont,rols
white education. Apartheid in education also resulted in separaEe
departments for Coloureds (House of Representatives) and Indians
(Uouse of Delegates) respectively, dS well aS in several
departments for Africans if one included the Bantustans. The
Bantustans are tribally-based " self-governing" homelands creaEed
by the Apartheid regime for Africans .se of Representatives
(Coloured education), House of DelegaEes (fndian educat.ion),
House of Assembly (White education) and the Department of
Education and Training (African education).
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(Sayed & Carrim,

to 'commodi fy"'o

t992: 28).

education,

CauEioning against the SEate's moves

they argue Ehat

semi-privat.ising whiEe education at this point in
South Africa's history insulates white schools from
any future redisEribution of educational resources
(Sayed & Carrimz L992: 28) .

The cont.inuing crisis is manifested by symptoms such as chalk-

downs and class boycotts in the Transvaal region evoked by

intimidaEion and suspension of teachers on political grounds

(Maurice, 19922 18) . The proposed retrenchment of Ehousands of

teachers and increasing unemploymenE of qualified teachers in the

Department. of Education and Culture (DEC), House of

RepresenEatives. This Department. is faced with a R94 million

budget. deficit which it hopes to deal with by, among other

things, retrenching up t.o 3 200 teachers and increasing teacher-

pupil ratios in classrooms. Protest.s included a three day sit-in

at the DEC head offices in Cape Town by an 11-member national

delegaEion of the South African Democratic Teachers Union

(SADTU)21 , mass marches and placard demonst,rations (Fischer,

L992: 3).

The deeper

disastrous

crisis
matric

in education is reflected

result.s of the DePartment

in Ehe continued

of Education and

2oTaylor (1990 : L91)
treatment of education as
increase prof it,ability .

uses this term to refer Eo the
a commodity to be marketed and Eo

21SADTU is the South African Democratic Teachers Union which
is an anti-Apartheid t.eacher union.
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Training (DET)22 schools. In 1991 , L20 528 of t.he 306 480 DET

matric candidates passed the matriculaEion examinations. This

constitutes a mere 39 percent. out of which 10 percent were

eligible for university admission. At. the end of 1991 the per

capita expenditure was R4 103 for every whit,e child and R777.73

for eveql black child (Sayed & Carrim, L992) .

l-.5 .2 Hist,orical perspective

The currenE crisis has roots running deeply into many years of

Christian Nat.ional Education (CNE) 23 under Apartheid (Ens1in,

L987: 139). Schools have always been regarded as forms of social

and political control. Althusser (L972) describes educational

institut,ions as ideological state apparatuses (ISAs) which are

aimed at creat.ing ideological legitimacy for the state to rule.

The basis of Bantu education was exemplified by the former South

Af rican Prime Minist.er, Dr H. F. Verwoerd's (Hansard, 1953 : col

2033 -204L) infamous statement:

It is Ehe policy of rrr1r deparEment that education would
have its roots entirely in the Native areas and the
NaEive environment and the Native community There
is no place for him in the European community above
certain forms of labour. For that reason it is of no
avail for him to receive a t.raining which has as it.s
aim absorpt.ion in the European community.

22The DET is a racially-exclusive educat.ion department
responsible for African education.

23 CNE was adopted by the Nationalist government in 1948 as
the official educat.ion policy. CNE formed the foundation upon
which Apartheid education was built.
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Associat.ed with Bantu education was central control in both

curricular content and general administration. However, the

State's intervention in education was not a smooth, Iinear
process. The continuous crises in education was also a

consequence of cont.inued resistance by democratic organisations

like t.he African National Congress, the Progressive Night School

Movement and the African Teachers Association in the 1950's

(Kallaway, L987 : 19 ) .

African education, because of its repressive nature has given

rise to conflict which has not been noE limited only to Ehe

school, but often spilled over to wider areas of political

conflict in the community. The school, part.icularly since Ehe

Soweto uprising of L976, has become an embatEled zone for

opposing political ideologies. Schools form an organic part of

the general political crisis and conflict, and often reflect.

these most militantly. During these crises, t.he role of schools

as ideological state apparat.uses (ISA's) were seriously

challenged. Many schools and universiEies became sites of

resistance, challenging the legitimacy of Apartheid rule (Lodge,

1987 ) .

1.5.3 Resistance

The social reproduction theory of Bowles and GinEis (1,976) shows

that schooling has a deliberate hidden design in preparing

students for integration into a capitalist society. Looking at

South Africa, one can clearly see how Bantu Education was

,?
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intended to reproduce not only cheap low-ski11ed labour, but also

passive, docile students as potential workers. But aS other

resistance theorists like AppIe (1,982) and Giroux (1983) point

ouE, there is no smooth correspondence between education and

capitalist production. As borne out by the militant, forms of

resistance in SouEh Africa, education appears to be tension-

ridden and it experiences conflict between various class forces

which occur simultaneously on various culturaI, social and

political levels. Education is clearty not politically neutral

and represenEs a terrain of consLant struggle.

In 1985 Ehe education crisis reached unprecedented leveIs. The

State resorted to three stat.es-of-emergency. Many schools were

closed down or alternatively forcibly kept open by soldiers

patrolling the corridors of school buildings. However, the

repressive measures did not succeed in destroying democraEic

structures in education. On the conLrary, they served as an

impet.us f or the est.ablishment of large national democratic

strucEures aimed at. transforming education. Colin Bundy (1986:

53) recalls,

Thousands of young SouEh Africans were detained,
whipped, teargassed, and fired upon in 1985, even
larger numbers were mobil-ised at rallies, in
organisations, and behind sEreet barricades.

One such sEructure which grew out of the period of intense

repression was the National Education Crisis CommiEtee (NECC),

formed towards the end of 1"985, under the guiding banner of

People's Education for People's Power. Zwelakhe Sisulu (1986: 33)

in his keynote address to the NECC Conference in L986, explained
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that, the struggle was being moved from the streeEs back into the

schools,

challenging state conErol- over education
t,ransforming schools into zones controlled by
popular movement (Sisulu, L986: 33).

and
Ehe

The NECC was lat,er renamed Ehe Nat.ional Education Co-ordinating

CommiE,E,ee perhaps to signal its move from merely co-ordinaEing

"ro1ling mass-action" and crises, to its new pro-active role of

Eransforming and restructuring education. It is not surprising

that the emphasis of its work has shifted to policy-research,

under the National Education Policy Investigation (NEPI).

Wit,h ttre release of Ne1son Mandela and the unbanning of the ANC

and ot.her political orgranisat.ions in 1990, the education crisis

did not disappear, but altered somewhat in nature. It appears as

if t.he declared commitment by the De Klerk regime Eo abolish

Apartheid, had created a crisis of its owrl. Uppermost. in t.he

minds of many people were questions like, "Do blacks have t,he

necessarar skills to move into positions of power and control in

the various strata of government?"

The importance of education was underscored by Mandela's call Eo

all st.udenEs to return to school (Anon, L990 ) , despite the

continued exist.ence of repressive conditions in African

education. The crisis of education provision is an ongoing one.

The forceful occupation of a few empty whit.e schools by black

students (Cruywagen, L992) succeeded largely because of
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continued mass action in this regard. Education departments

remain racially segregated, despife some leniency in Eerms of

enrolment of black students at some white school-s. Many of these

superficial reforms have creat.ed their own contradictions. These

include issues of language, medium of instruction, and various

levels of educational disadvantagement experienced by black

student,s entering white schools. Apart from the financial

constraints, geographical distance from the school has many

socio-cult.ural implicaLions for the af fected student..

1.5.4 The challenges ahead

Wit.h t.he process of liberatising and opening up of our Apartheid

society, the State is and wiII continue to be faced with large

numbers of marginalised communities which now make demands for

educational provision. The State on various occasions alluded to

the use of educational Eechnologry - such as saEellite-broadcast

education - aS a possible solution. This could present some

problems in the face of the existence of 66 percent basic

illit,eracy and innumeracy (Sayed & Carrim, 1992). Can education

by satellit,e adequately satisfy the need for basic schooling? How

many of Ehe masses living in areas without elect.ricity, will be

reached? If reached, what would Ehe qualiEy of such education by

satellite be? There is a danger that. such educaEion could become

a f orm of mass gutter educat.ion, producing an arml, of

certificated illiterates .

I am, however, not opposed to we1l-researched and well-planned
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models of distance education. Computer technologry, I would argue,

can and should assist the educational process, but not replace

teachers and schools. It. is nevertheless simplistic Eo argue that.

all t,eachers teach better than computers. Where teachers use

drill-and-practice and other transmission forms of teaching2a,

the computer may be better at those. My argument rests on the

need t,o discover and harness the progressive possibilities in

using computer technology as an educational medium. To juxE.apose

the Eeacher with the computer is not a very useful way of

approaching technologry in education.

The future South African governmenE will continue to be faced

with an education crisis until the entire education syst.em is

restructured as part of an overall socio-political and economic

Eransformation in the country. Computer technologry and distance

educaEion can possibly play an importanE role in alleviating the

continued shortage of qualified teachers and educational

resources. The issue of educational technologry, however, needs

to be considered critically and its int.roduct.ion into schools

musE proceed caut.iously. I deal with the issue of t.echnology and

possible teacher displacement in chapter two.

1.6 Chapter outline

In Chapt.er one f have att.empted to contextualise this mini-

thesis. I described some of the issues to be addressed and the

2a Transmission t.eaching refers to a linear form of teaching
in which t,he teacher as Ehe all-knowing, passes on knowledge to
the st,udent who is a passive recipient, (Shor, 1'9872 105).
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socio-political environment within which my action research is

locaE,ed. The ongoing education crisis was discussed. I skeEched

some personal background which would help to illuminat,e my

engagement, in action research. I commented on the emancipatory

possibitities of action research and considered iEs significance

within the process of social transformation in South Africa.

Chapter two focuses on computer technologry. I consider the

relevance of using computers in the conLext of educational change

and social empowerment. I examine the implications of Habermas'

theory of knowledge-constitutive interests for the use of

computers-in-education. This sets the context within which I

consider t,he socio-political implicat.ions in using computers. I

examine some conceptual issues in the various discourses about

computers-in-education - technicist approaches on the one hand,

and emancipatory possibilities, oD the other. I attempt to

denrlzstify the computer as a resource and argue that the use of

the computer is a human act, and should not be perceived merely

as a tool with an autonomous existence outside of human

relat,ions. I attempt to place the discussion within the context

of People's Education and its stated objectives of transforming

education.

In chapter t,hree I discuss Lhe first cycle of my action research

project. My research entails a period of self-reflection on my

teaching of the computers-in-education course to HDE25 (Higher

'sThe HDE course is a post graduate teaching diploma course.
It attracts both fresh graduates as well as experienced teachers
who wish to improve their professional qualifications.
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Diploma in Education) students at UWC. My research is closely

linked to and informed by the discourse of change developed

wiChin the M.Ed. Action Research c]ass. Having worked with my

fe1low M.Ed. colleagues within groups and engaging in debates

abouE various Eheoret.ical readings, helped Eo make the research

process for me, more of a real-Iife concreEe activity and less

of an abstract intellecEua1 exercise.

I examine the firsE action research cycle and discuss its

theoretical underpinnings. I find it important and necessarlr to

discuss action research aS a proceSs and consider possible

tension between micro-levels of research and macro-theories of

political economy. An elaboration of the various schools of

t.hought in acEion research lends an important insight into the

different approaches and their socio-political agendas.

Chapter four looks at t.he second cycle of my action research

project. In this chapter I show how I attempted to deepen the

research process. This cycle was directly influenced by my

research findings in the first cycle. In this cycle I manage Eo

conduct. research on CECS which I intended, buE did not manage E.o

do within the first cycle. ft is in this second cycle Ehat the

research process acquires clearer meaning for me.

In chapter five I reflect on the entire research process. I

discuss t.he complexities of implementing change. I look aE

conceptual issues concerning action research aS research

methodology and as strat.egy for educational Eransformation. I
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view the significance of my research findings and make wider

inferences. I consider to what extent various types and leveIs

of Eransformation had occurred; what contradictions had reared

Eheir heads; what, confusion and frustrations had resulted in the

process; but most importantly, what possibilities and hope had

emerged.
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CHAPTER TWO

COMPUTERS IN EDUCATION POSSIBILITIES AIID IJIMITATIONS

2.L Contextualising educat.ional Eechnologry

In this chapter I examine some of the t,heoreEical arguments about

computers in education and att.empt to flesh out the conceptual

framework within which I discuss my action research project in

later chapters. I suggest that there are dangers aS well aS

transformative possibilities in using computers for education.

A critical approach, I maintain, is essential in eliciting the

transformative possibilities of computer supported education

(CSE)26. I argue that technologry is not politically neutral and

that. it needs to be problematised conceptually. Moreover,

informat,ion technologry is too infused in our society and too

powerful a phenomenon to ignore. It. is necessary to demystify

percepEions of computers, open up access to the technology and

redirect their use in accordance with popular democratic ideals

in education. CompuLers despite t.heir anti-democratic origins

can, and ought to be used to facilitate democratic change in

education.

25 The term CSE has been adopted at UWC to replace the term
CBE - computer based education. It suggests t.haE the computer be
viewed more generally as a learning/teaching aid rather than only
aS an instructional medium in education. The term, CSE does not
preclude the use of computer-based education, neither does iE
suggest a total reliance on the computer as a teaching medium.
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The use of microcomputers in education has become an increasingly

important. issue within currenE debates about educaEional change.

Expectations about the educational impact of compuEers appear to

be high, as demonst.rated by the extent of invesEment in computers

by educational authorities in the leading industrialised

countries such as the United States of America, Canada and

Britain (Olson & Su11ivan, 1988 :95). A few years ago an annual

increase of 56 percent. in the use of computers in Ehe UniEed

Stat.es was reported (Apple, 1989). The British government on its

part, has made information technologry a compulsory component of

the new British National Curriculum. Computers-in-education, it

appears, has become a major indusEry which is driven more by

market incent.ives rather than by educational imperatives". Mehl-

(L99L: L5) asks t.he following pertinent question,

Are we convinced
which we all
educationally?

the great technologry high on
ourselves actually works

that
find

The South African Government appears to have made ilI-informed

moves in its attempt t.o introduce compuEers into Bl-ack schools.

The Depart,ment of Education and CuIEure (DEC) in the House of

Representatives, for example, invest.ed millions of rands to

install 64 kilobyte Commodore computers in Ehe Coloured schools.

This venture ran aground as a result of various factors, some

being technical, others political.

27 ,Julie (1990 z 225) argues thaE a multi-million rand
computer industry has been developed to "remedy deficiencies" in
so-called disadvantaged students . This industry, h€ argues,
designs products which sustain the social and polit.ical order
rather than challenge its inequities.
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The major implementation intended was of the drilI-
and-practice variety, Lhe purpose not being to promote
critical thinking, but to find efficient ways of
Eeaching the students the fixed content of state-
cont,rolled syllabuses (,JuIie & van den Berg, 1989:
34) .

The Department of Education and Training (DET) similarly invested

millions of rands of the taxpayers' money into ilI-fated computer

projects. This emerged in the wake of the scandal surrounding the

Learning Technologies Project. in 1988 (Taylor, 1990: 188). with

the poliEical shift.s currenEly afoot in South Africa, governrnent

ministers have been making pronouncements about solving the

education crisis t.hrough educational technologry. Gerrit Viljoen

( 1-987 ) ref erred to the government' s plan to of f er dist,ance

education through television and radio. It. is also well known

that the present government is well-disposed Eo the idea of

puEting more computers into schools. Taylor (1990: 191) refers

to the attempts by the South African government, in alliance with

industry, to "commodify" education Ehrough the IBM Video

Education Project in L979 and the IVfS Interactive Video Project

of Learning Technologies in L987. According to Taylor (1990:

195), teaching was regarded as "a one-way transmission of byte-

sized bit.s of informaLion. " He shows how teachers were deskilled

by that exercise and their role reduced Eo that of " facilit.ating

t.he deployment of high-tech curricular packages" (Taylor, 1990:

191) . Giroux (1-988: 1-24) refers to similar initiatives in the USA

where schools were presented with "teacher-proof curriculum

packages" as part of a wider system of "management pedagogies".

These terms reflect a view of educat.ion according to which
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knowledge is broken down into discret,e part,s,
standardized for easier management and consumption,
and measured through predefined forms of assessment
(Giroux, l-988: L24) .

This view of education reduces teachers to classroom technicians

managing pre-defined curriculum content and procedures. Teachers

are accordingly removed from the process of curriculum

development. and innovat.ions, and are required to implement the

t,heory conceptualised by ouEside educat,ional experEs and

bureaucrats. Teachers are thereby disempowered and silenced

within their own teaching environment.. The use of computers in

t.his context would promote t,ransmission learning and would help

to maintain the status quo rather than transform it.

I believe that, the issue is not so much whether we need compuEers

or not, buE rather how we would use computers and E,o what, end.

The absence of adequate research initiatives dealing wich the

socio-political impact of computer-supported education in South

Africa, is cause for concern. The need for "progtressive"2s

educationists t.o respond effectively in this respect to the South

African state's policy of reform and co-option in education,

becomes a political imperaEive. The present government appears

to be committ.ed to the use of computers for education within the

next few years. The quest,ion is, How do we ensure that the

technologrll is noE used to entrench social inequities of the

currenE schooling system?

28 I use t.he term to
educational pract.ices,
transformation.

refer to somebody who, Ehrough his /her
tries to bring about educational
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7

2.2 Technologry and education

Like technology, education itself is a conEested terrain of

compeEing political ideologies. The dominant social order defines

educaEion in terms of the mastery of t.echniques and transmission

of knowledge which it claims are needed Eo make students fit into

the existing economy and society. Education accordinglY, is

designed to make students conform to the existing social order

and to reproduce the racial, class and gender hierarchies upon

which the current state is struct.ured (Bowles & Gintis, L976) .

However, an emancipatory view of education is one that encourages

crit,ical E.hinking and cultivates democratic values. It is meant

Eo challenge and transform the dominant social order (Shor &

Frej-re, L987).

As I have mentioned before, the question of power is crucial to

Ehe understanding of education. Giroux (1-988 z L27 ) describes

education as representing "both a sEruggle for meaning and a

struggle over power relat.ions. " Assessing t.he role of comput.ers

in education, one needs to be guided by the question, Who

benef its? (OIson , L98'7 z L87 )

Technologry can best be understood in

which power relations play themselves

the social context. within

out. Technolog-y grows out

of and reflects exisEing forms of

organisation. Robins (1983: 30) argues

production and

this point below,
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Against, (its) technicist and inst.rumental conception,
I want Eo argue that technologies exist only within
t,he cont,ext of a parE.icular organisation of producEion
and social life, expressing and mediating the social
relations specific Eo that historical and social
conf igurat.ion. In capitalist societ,ies, technologry
becomes an expression of the capital relation.

In the same vein Mackenzie & Wajcman (1985 z 2) suggest that

technology is "socia]1y shaped, in design and configuration", and

that it. is 'inherently po}itical". They dismiss the possibiliEy

of technologry being regarded as politically neutral.

PauI Olson (1987: L87 ) writes,

Technology, in short., holds t.he capacity to transform
the organisational form of society - to rewrite the
rules by which the socio-material forms of society are
shaped. Ideology and political differences are
important in this context because Ehey address how a
society wishes a change to occur, by what manner of
implementaEion, and to whose benefit.

Using computers is not merely a technical issue. An uncrit.ical

approach would therefore serve to obscure the cl-ass nature of

technologry. We need to understand who owns or has access to the

technologry, to what social ends it is used, and in whose

int.erests the technology is used. Tomaselli (L988: 2) reminds us

of the military origin of compuEers and cautions us that Ehe

commercially produced software packages bring along Eheir own

cultural baggage which "socialise students and users into a

technological stat.e of mind.' While technologies are producEs of

particular social syst,ems, it is possible to use some or all of

the new Eechnology for purposes quit.e different from those of the
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existing social order (WiIIiams, L9742 L35) . This kind of

intervention would form part of a broader process of social

development, and social struggle.

Whatever our reservations about technologry, we are faced with the

reatity of an increasingly computerised world - a process we have

veraz 1it,t.Ie chance of halting. Olson (1-987: ]-87 ) claims t.hat it

is not

conceivable thaE any of Ehese technological
societies could turn their backs on this technologrly',
for to do so would be to beg economic (or military)
destruction.

It. is important that communities gain some control over their

t.echnological environment which threatens to swallow Ehem

completely. I believe that the compuEer is at present, one of the

most powerful and sophisticated instruments of exploitation

wielded by the socially dominant classes. It becomes not only

necessary for common people to acquaint themselves wit.h computer

t,echnologry but also to learn how to counteract the sophisticated

forms of exploitation and control. Communities oughE to break the

monopoly over technology by the politically dominant sectors of

society, and examine ways of using computers to promot,e

democratic ideaLs.

2.3 A critical approach

Computer technologry, as f have argued above, needs to be
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approached in a critical way. To regard the computer as a panacea

to our educational- iIIs, would be to apply t.echnical solutions

to political problems. Olson (19902 L46) caut.ions that

Comput.er learning as an educaEional pracEice, unlike
certain theoretical claims about what computers can
be, does not in and of itself appear to generaEe
innately better instruct.ion; instead it. mirrors older
forms of stratification and dis-enfranchisement.

Un1ess the introduction of computers into t.he educational process

forms part of a broader intervention aimed at social and

educational t,ransformation, the use of the computer may possibly

accenEuate existing power and social inequalities. Children from

middle class homes often have a compuEer at home. Their parents

are usually in a better posit.ion to offer Ehem additional help

or encouragement than is the case with working class students.

Studies, according to Simpson (l-990: 173) suggest that where

working class families own a computer it is either of a lower

byte capacity or it is used mainly as a games machine by these

families. Computer technology operating within education becomes

part of the contesEation between hegemonic and counter-hegemonic

forces (f explained t,he term hegemony on page 20) . Computer

technology can be used either to entrench existing power

relations in education or to chall-enge t.hem. Micro-comput.ers are

environments within which certain values, biases, and

charact,erist,ics are played out. We therefore need t.o examine the

way computers are used in education and the implicat.ions of this

for the future of education.

The challenge that faces progressive educationists is to ensure
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'that when it (computer technology) enters the classroom it is

t,here f or politica1Iy, economically and educationally wise

reasons, not because powerful groups (industry and government

aut,horities) may be redefining our major educational goals in

their own image' (App1e, 1989: 307).

2.4 The computer as an educat,ional resource

In discussing Ehe computer as an educational resource, one needs

to demystify the nature of compuEers. One needs to ask, To what

extent is the computer merely an inst.rument. to be used at will

by anyone in any way?

I would like to challenge the notion that the compuEer is merely

a tool like any other. Many argue that the compuEer is as useful

as one makes it and that it. is no different from an instrument

Iike a knife with which one may eiEher eat or alternatively kitt.

However, this argument implies the socio-cultural neutrality of

technolog-y. When black or working class children in South Africa

feel intimidat,ed by the compuEer screen, it is not so much a

failure on their part as it is t.he socio-cultural bias of the

technology and those who design the compuEer.

The computer, by its design, has the effect of atomising

knowledge into computable unit.s. It determines the environment

within which the user can interact with it. The operating system

imposes its own will on the Iearning environment. In order to use

the auto-tell-er, one needs to fol1ow the pre-determined format
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of conmunication. It demands a certain technical mind-set. on the

part of the user. The human mind becomes conditioned by the needs

of the machine's operating system. As such t.he use of the

compuEer within the educational environment could have the effect

of "technicising" (Tomaselli, 1988. 2) educat.ion. There is a

danger that curricula will be packaged to fit computerized

instrucE,ion, even though such curricula may prove to be

inappropriate and less effective than the non-computer met.hods

that, Eeachers have developed over many years. Rather than

considering how the machine fits the educational needs and

visions of the teacher, the sEudenEs and Ehe community, these

needs are all too often made to fit the technologDa itself (Apple,

1-989:307). The issue is abouE making sure that our use of

technolog6T is education-driven rather than education becoming

t,echnology-drivep .

2 .5 Producing knowledge

tn critically assessing Lhe compuEer as a resource with which we

produce knowledge, it may be useful to raise Ehe issue of

knowledge itself. Habermas (L972: 308) argues that there are

three basic interests which shape and determine our understanding

of knowledge in society. According to him these interests are t,he

technical-, the practical and t,he emancipat,ory:

The task of the empirical-analytical sciences
incorporates a technical cognitive int.erest; that of
t,he historical-hermeneuEic sciences incorporates a
pract,ical interest; and the approach of the iritically
oriented sciences incorporates Lhe emancipatory
cognitive interest (Habermas, 1,972: 3 08 ) .
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According to t,his argument, knowledge production based upon the

t.echnical int.erest would focus on improving efficiency and be

based on a system of rule-following. The problem wich such a

technicist approach is that it reduces Ehe complexities of human

learning environments to technical processes which are driven by

generalizable formulae. This approach tends Eo treat human

learning like a nat.ural science, ignoring the complexiEies of

human subjecEivity.

The Habermasian concept.

by Shirley Grundy (1987:

of the pract.ical interesE is described

148) as

a fundamental interest in understanding
environment through interaction based upon
consensual interpretation of meaning.

the
a

Knowledge in this respecE depends on t.he subj ective

interpreEation by individuals of their own actions. The problem

with t.his approach is that it assumes that. socieEy is benign,

thus ignoring the existence of inherent social cont.radictions and

conflicts. This understanding of knowledge lays itself bare to

the risk of ideological dist.ortions, which includes personal

biases and perceptions (Grundy, L987: 5) . Since this int.erest

fails to contextual-ise knowledge within an understanding of power

relations in society, it tends to describe social reality rather

Ehan critique and transform reality.

Knowledge production informed by the emancipatory interest, is
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centrally concerned with the empowerment of individuals and

groups, and not merely with the issue of control (Eechnical

interest,) or underst.anding (practical interest) . An emancipatory

approach searches beyond the superficial appearances of phenomena

by engaging in ideology-critique (Grundy, 1987: 8) to uncover the

power relations at work aE any given point in time. IE

contextualises the individual event on the micro-Ievel, within

t.he broader socio-historical context on t.he macro-level.

In oEher words, drr emancipatory educationist. would develop an

understanding of computers by asking critical questions about

whose interests the use of computers serve; who becomes empowered

through the use of computers; and how the use of computers impact

on schools, labour market,s and forms of social organisation. An

emancipatory approach would consider whether the use of computers

would redress or reinforce social, racial, cIass, and gender

inequaliEies.

The technicist approach however, would merely consider how

computers can increase efficiency in terms of input-output

ratios, and improve skills. IE would aim to set up problem-

solving formulae which could be universally applied as

blueprints. Efficiency is noE a problem in itself, buU it needs

to be conceptually unpacked in the cont,ext of social inequalities

and power relations. Similarly, an uncritical use of the notion

of excell-ence can amount to the effective entrenchment of Ehe

current social inequit.ies in our socieEy. Furthermore, developing

creative and interactive modes of computer usage by itself would
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not challenge the st,at,us quo. It. is only when this development

is harnessed as part of an overall st rategry of change in

education that. it becomes emancipatory.

An emancipalory approach to educational Eechnology is one that

has, as ics met.hod and goal, democratic empowerment and social

change. It searches for ways in which computers Can be used to

enhance popular democratic learning as reflected by the concept

of People's Education2e. Merely widening access to computer

facilities will noE be adequate in redressing social

inequalities. We need to develop some st.rategic ideas about how

t,o use comput.ers in such a way that Ehey witl redress social

inequaliLies in the learning environment. Bruce (1985: 37)

emphasises Ehat chanqe in education depends on t.he educationist

using Ehe computer st,rategically and not. on the computer, itself.

In fact, computers per se do nothing; they are simply
tools which can amplify the power people have and the
social relations they engage in. In that sense, the
posit,ive or negative consequences realized by
computers will be caused by people making the most of
computers to accomplish ends for change in education
(Bruce, 1985: 37).

Let us now look at what are some of the reasons why people use
computers.

2eOne of the resolut.ions at the (NECC) National Consultative
Conference, March 1986 explained People's Education as that which
aims to

equip and train aII sectors of our people to
part,icipate actively and creaLively in the struggle Eo
at,tain People's Power in order to establ-ish a non-
racial democratic South Africa (Kruss, 1988: 11)
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2.6 Rationales for using computers in education

David Hawkridge (1989 z2) examines some popular rationales for

using comput.ers in educat,ion. He describes them as the Social,

Vocational, Pedagogic and the Catalyt.ic Rat,ionales. While his

separaEion of these four rat,ionales is conceptually useful, these

rat.ionales oft,en overlap and do not present t.hemselves in such

a clearly defined way in reality. According to Hawkridge the

social rationale aims at demystifyinq the technologDa and

instilling enough confidence in students Eo deal with technologry

which they wilI inevitably encounter in society. The vocational

rationale, he explains as being aimed at preparing st.udents for

comput,er-re1at,ed j obs and possibly computer programming . The

pedagogic rationale, according Eo him, focuses on improving

teaching and learning while the catalytic rationale aims at

changing the organisat.ional sEructures within the educational

situation in order to improve the efficiency and effect.iveness

of the teaching and learning processes.

Although the catalytic rationale seems to be the one that appears

to offer most, emancipatory possibilities, f share Hawkridge's

caution about, it. To view the computer itself as a catalyst, is

to assume that. Ehe computer can bring about change. Educational

change is about changing the social relations which only human

agency can effect. The extent. to which educationists are willing

to bring about changes depends on Ehe nature of the driving

forces demanding change. One would also ask what kind of change

is desired, and whose interests would be served by them.
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Another import.ant. consideration before adopting the catalytic

rationale is t,he quest.ion of what resources would be needed Eo

achieve Ehe objectives of this rat.ionale. The post-Apartheid

South Africa will be faced with many more pressing prioriEies

than computers, such as the provision of basic housing and health

amenit,ies. Very few count.ries, if any, can afford to restructure

educaEion in such a way as to make computers play a central role

in the Eeaching-learning process on a large sca1e. It may be more

realistic Eo think about a smaller scale intervention in Ehis

respect.

Viewing these rationales in terms of Habermas' knowledge-

constitutive interests, the social and vocational rationales

would correspond to the technical interests while the pedagogical

rationale would f all in line with t.he practical int.erests. The

catalytic rationale could possibly be viewed as being linked to

emancipatory knowledge-constitutive interests .

Alt,hough the various rationales imply different types of usage

of computers, I would argue t.hat all four rationales could be

equally appropriate to the current SouLh African conEexE. These

rationales should not be viewed within a stricEly hierarchical

order. For example, exposing student,s from marginalised

communities to the use of computers (social rationale) can be

emancipatory as we11, if it is Iinked up wich educational

processes resulting f rom the catalytic rationale. In trying Eo

redress the imbalance in technical skilIs in South Africa, the

vocational rational-e which is based on Eechnical knowledge
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2

interest.s, becomes very important. The widening of access Eo

technical skills can be empowering and have an significant impact

on the participation of previously marginalised blacks in the

economy of Ehe country. Since the enEire education sysEem in

South Africa may be (or nevertheless needs to be) restrucEured,

the caEalytic rationale is important in order for the computer

to be used in facilitating emancipatory education.

In the next section

emancipatory uses of

I look at various initiatives to develop

the computer in education.

7 Transformative
education (CSE)

possibilities of computer supported

Computer supporEed education can and has been implemented in many

different ways. I will examine to what extent these various

"applications" offer transformative possibilities. I will

attempE Eo elaborate on two major kinds of applications, Ehat is,

using the computer as a materials development resource on the one

hand, and on the other, using t.he comput.er as an instructional

and testing medium. While I do comment on the latter use of

computers and its transformative possibilities, flD/ acEion

research project, which I discuss in detail in chapters three and

four, focuses on the former use, Ehat. of computer-assisEed

resource development and the acquisition of general computer

competency ski11s.
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2.7 .1 Computer-assisted resource developmenL (CARD)

CARD is probably best understood through the work of the

Community Education Computer Society (CECS) on which I would

elaborate in chapters three and four. CECS, being a community-

based organisation, strives to highlight

the dangers associated with the uncritical
introducEion of computer technologrll into education
(Manie & Meerkott.er, 1990: 2L9) .

One of the stat.ed objectives of CECS is Eo widen access to the

use of computers for Eeachers and students. It encourages

teachers Eo use computers in ways which would empower them. CECS

arranges computer training workshops for Eeachers, dt which

teachers do not merely acquire basic computer literacy, buE in

the process, learn to produce lesson-worksheets that they can use

immediately for classroom teaching. These trainees are placed in

subject groups, where they discuss and collectively plan lessons

in their particular subject areas. The result is the ongoing

product.ion of People's Educat.ion resources. In this respect the

use of computers not only skills Leachers, but helps to engage

teachers actively in the production and dissemination of ideas

which challenge the hegemony.

The materials that they produce enable these teachers Eo provide

a greater sense of immediacy in t.he subj ect content t.hrough the

use of current images and examples of names, places and events,

based upon their own lived experiences in the community. This
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approach helps Eo challenge what Freire (L972: 61) cal1s "banking

education". According to this approach educat.ion becomes "an act

of depositing, in which the studenEs are Ehe deposit.ories and Ehe

teacher is t,he depositor" (Freire , 1-972: 6L) . Students and

teachers must be made to realise that education is about

themselves and thelr social relations, about their stories and

theLr voices3o. Mclaren (1989 z 24L) proposes that teachers

transform classrooms into "critical spaces" in which they make

more apparent the "subjugat.ed knowledges" of those who have been

marginalised and disaffected, and whose histories of sr.rffering

and hope have rarely been made public. It is important that both

teachers and students collaboraLively reinterpret and challenge

the symbols and meanings handed down to schools through the

official curricula and educational media. By getting involved in
producing Eheir own teaching-Iearning materials Eeachers can

begin to chatlenge the monopoly of the state in this respect.

This helps to destroy the monopoly on "Eruth" EhaE the
state exercises through the medium of the official
textbook which acts as a tool to transmit its ideology
in the classroom (Manie & Meerkotter, 1990: 22L) .

Teachers, can thus in a practical way - t.hrough mat,erials

development - become involved in t.he broader process of building

an alternat,ive democratic educaLion - Peop1e's Education, though

in a small way. ft is imporEant for teachers and students to

realise that they can actually influence and possibly Lransform

3oGiroux's (1988 z L22) concept. of voice ref ers to the
multifaceted and interlocking set of meanings through which
st,udents and teachers actively engage in dialogue with one
another.
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aspects of the learning process.

2.7 .2 Computers and language teaching

While teaching aE one of the secondary schools in the Cape

Southern Suburbs in 1987, I made use of computers as part, of my

teaching English to Afrikaans-speaking students in SEandards 6

and 7. Most. of these sEudenEs came from a predominant.ly working

class background and their ages varied from 13 to 16 years. The

school was one of very few DEC schools fitted with a laboratory

of 34 Commodore micro-computers.

The novelty in using computers, r believe, helped to mot.ivate the

many uat-risku31 students, despite the initial chaos and

confusion aS a result of my attempt to turn learning into fun.

The excitemenE expressed by these students abouE using computers

was interesting to observe. Many of the students who were often

"problematic" in class seemed interested in the lesson because

it. was an opportunity Lo "p1ay" with computers. Many of these

st,udents came from very poor backgrounds and this exposure to

comput,ers was probably an opport.unity of a tife-time. I noticed

the marvelling on their faces.

This application of the technologry, hel-ped me to create an

environment within which language learning could take place more

successfully. Learning occurred in a collective, collaborative

3lThis term aptly describes students who are typically at
risk of dropping out of school or who could generally be regarded
as being disadvantaged, both culturally and economically.
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mode as t.he pupils were divided into small groups while working

on a class newspaper. The process involved individual and joint

editing. Since we were using a wordprocessor, I could ask the

students to correct language errors deliberately placed in Ehe

given text by me. They would then be asked to discuss these, ds

well as errors in the written (typed) work of their peers.

The result. was an apparent excitement. among pupils for language

learning. A new confidence in the technologry, as well as an

improvement in language skiIls emerged. The discussions

concerning the newspaper pages encouraged the emergence of more

interesting and socialty relevant content. These activities also

helped with practice in oral language ski11s. It is my opinion

that t,he use of the computer helped many of these working class

st,udents to develop a voice of their own, as weII as creating a

less host,ile Iearning environment..

2.7 .3 Comput.er-supported education (CSE) at tItr^IC

The CSE project of which f am currently the co-ordinator, offers

various possibiliCies for educational change and development. The

CSE project forms part of the University of the Western Cape's

(UWC's) overall Academic Development Programrne (ADP) , which has

as its mission, a commit.ment. to "redress the social imbalances

in educaEion caused by Apartheid' (CSE Unit Information Brochure,

L992) .

The transformaEive possibilities of using computers for education
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at tMC, need to be understood within the contexE of t.he academic

development. programme (aoe1. The UniversiEy, through its open

admissions policy, attracts large numbers of st.udents from a

variety of socio-cuIturaI backgrounds and educational levels. The

ADP addresses this diversity in order Eo improve t.he chances of

academic success of students. The majority of students entering

UWC come from educationally disadvantaged backgrounds. The ADP

therefore offers students access to additional resources and

skills to improve their academic performance.

What possibilities does computer-supported education offer in

achieving some of the above objecgives of Ehe ADP? There are

three main areas of computer usage that can be considered in this

regard. These are firstly, the use of general application

sofEware, like wordprocessing, desktop publishing, databases and

spreadsheets. Secondly, Ehe CSE projecE has content-specific

software, which is commercially availabte. The third category is

Ehat of context-free authoring software with which subject-

specific courseware may be developed by users Ehemselves. AII

t.hree Eypes of sof tware applicat.ions have t,heir usef ulness,

depending on their strat.egic deployment in the process of

educational change. rn my opinion, Ehe use of "conEexE-freen32

software holds out. the most potent.ial for creating participatory

possibilities in curriculum development.

32 Context-free here refers to software such as authoring
software as well as general application software like
wordprocessors, databases and so forth, which are not confined
to the use within a specific context, ds would the case be with
"content-specific" software.
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The transformative possibilities of computer-supported education

depend not so much on the type of prograrune or system that is

being used, but more on how such a system is being used. There

is a Eendency to expect the compuEer to solve our educational

problems. The computer will not succeed where we have failed, for

the computer merely enhances what we as t.eachers do. Beverley

Hunter (1987: 38) in this regard, points out that.

we cannot expect Ehe Lools
any more than we expect. a pencil
to write.

teach t.he ski11s,
t.each a child how

to
to

2.7 .3.L Facilitating student learning

The CSE project has a lot of potential to enhance student

learning. However, the use of appropriate courseware needs to be

carefully defined in terms of the educational objecEives of

particular courses. Experience has shown that. students perform

better when working at the compuLer terminals, not as isolat.ed

individuals, but within tutorial groups and having tut.orial

assistance at hand. The approach facilit.at.es interaction between

the various instructional/educational media and actors (st.udents

and tutors). The learning process then becomes an interactive

rather than a linear one. Torbe (L986: 1-50) explains t.hat

our job as teachers is to make the students'
learning effect.ive, so thaE the young people gradually
and steadily acquire control over informaEion,
knowledge and events, and over t.hemselves as learners

fnteract,ive learning, however, is not just abouE conErol and
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efficiency, buE also about empowerment of learners, and not just

about individual empowerment, but also about. bringing about wider

transformat.ion in education. Robinson (1-989: L94) notes that

we have one approach which sees itself, through
engaging st.udents more actively in the learning
process, ds providing an alternaEive to the system of
transmission teaching. The other approach goes beyond
this and sees these teaching methods as playing a role
in Eransforming the context. which maintains the
relat,ions of domination in society and in education.

Using computer-supported tutorials within this contexE would

serve not only to consolidate and assimilate subject content, but

also Eo address the lack of adequate language and study skills

which place most black students at an academic disadvant.age. This

type of use of the technology could help to redress some of the

imbalances in the power relations in education.

In writing courseware, Ehe noEions of learnable
int,elligence and the findings related to the infusion
of thinking ski1Is into t.he curriculum must be
integrat.ed as part of what is present.ed. This carries
with it the real hope of enhancing accessibility,
especially for disadvantaged students in areas from
which they are traditionally excluded (Mehl, 1991:
L6).

There is considerable value in enabling studenE.s Eo engage l-n

additional exercises and t.o provide an opportuniEy for students

who may have falIen behind or failed t.o grasp concepts during

lecture sessions, to caEch up with the rest. However, this should

rather happen in tutorial groups than by putting individuals

through rote-learning or drill-and-practice sessions at the
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computer. ^Tt is import.ant. thaL the educational value of the

st.udents' activity on the network is discussed or assessed

collectively by the CSE courseware developers and the lecturers

involved, lest the exercise lapses into a t,echnicist one. One

needs to realise that testing by the computer does not always

accurately reflect the level of understanding that a student. has

attained, nor does it explain Ehe wider social causes for the

student's problems. It is important that bot.h parties - CSE staff

and lecturers - understand the context wit.hin which the compuEer

courseware is presented. A collaborat.ive approach will Eherefore

be more helpful in ensuring t.hat. the use of the computer

courseware engenders emancipaEory educational practices.

The provision of comput.er literacy/compet.ency ski11s to

historically disadvantaged sEudent.s can play an important role

in redressing some of the social deprivation created by years of

Apartheid discrimination. The ability to use wordprocessing and

other information storage-and-retrieval programmes would help

studenEs, who normally lack access to such ski11s, in their

academic assignments. Computer competency is an advantage for

boEh student.s and staff in doing research which generally

requires them to access and int.errogat,e differenE sources of

information. Competency in the use of Ehe computer as an

informat.ion tool, will cert.ainly be an advantage to graduates

ent.ering the place of work in society.

There are both advantages as well as disadvantages, in

computers for education. It. is therefore essential to

using

guard
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against a t,echnicist approach and to ensure Ehe centrality of

human agency at a1I times. Using computer ski1ls wit,hin an

academic context can assist studenEs in t.he enhancement of

academic skiIIs. These skills, however, need to be int,egrated

with subj ecE-specif ic courses so that. t.he use of compuEer-

support.ed learning becomes an integral part of the teaching-

learning process.

2.7 .3.2 Staf f development

The teacher has a pivotal role Eo play in bringing about

Eransformation in education (McLaren, 1989: 241') . In order to

facilitate emancipatory educational pract.ices which woul-d help

t.o empower students, teachers themselves need to be empowered.

I will now look at how computer-supported education could

facilitate this process of empowerment.

For teachers, computers can facilit.ate creative lesson

preparat,ion and materials development. The process of designing

and developing courseware requires the teacher to think more

carefully about the process of learning. The d_g!,ig{lg_.Lneeds to

understand how the student. thinks and anticipaEe possible

responses to the material presented in the lesson. The Eeacher

needs to think carefully about the desired outcomes of the lesson

input and develop appropriat.e strategies to achieve those. The

process of courseware development is as important as its product.

I believe that courseware development has the potenEial t.o

facilitate emancipatory educational development and change in
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bot.h the t,eacher who designs materials, as well as Ehe students

interacting with those materials.

The close collaboration in developing computer-supported lessons

could be an empowering process for all parties involved

teachers, CSE staff and student-users. A technicist approach will

mean that, a lesson prepared on paper by the lecturer is merely

handed over to the CSE staff to computerise and administer. While

this approach may be less time-consuming and appears to be a more

efficient way of doing courseware development, it nevertheless

offers fewer emancipaEory possibilit.ies. It is important that the

"technician" as welI as the "academic" mutually inform the

development of computer-based lessons in an inter-active way.

2.7 .3 .3 Language skills development

Wit.h the gradual opening up of t.he previously racially-exclusive

South African society, educational instit.utions are faced with

new challenges perEaining Lo socio-Iinguistic and cultural

issues. In an attempt, to shed t.he Euro-cent.ric bias of t.he o1d

order, it becomes importanE t.o address the language problem,

which means, among other things, dealing with the issue of medium

of instruction. In the light of Ehe wide variety of language

backgrounds of UWC students, many students have shown a need for

assistance in attaining proficiency in "academic" English, which

is Ehe of f icial medium of inst.ruction at. UWC.

Language skills development is an imporEant area in which generic
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sofEware, for example Ehe wordprocessor, can play an importanE

role. By using wordprocessing for writing, one treaEs

writing as a process, by making it much easier to
edit and redraft a piece of writing. Wordprocessors
and desktop publishing packages allow Istudents] to
experiment. easily with different forms of written
t.ext, bef ore giving their writ.ing a prof essional
appearance (Stubbs, 1989: 5).

Michael Stubbs (1989) argues Lhat since information on a computer

screen is visible t.o several students at the same time, it could

facilitat.e group discussion and collaborative input. He cl-aims

that technologies of writing affect. the way people Ehink. He

asserEs that, linear forms of writing are believed to facilitaEe

the development of certain kinds of logic and coherence of

arguments. On the other hand, wordprocessors present information

in a non-linear way. It may, he (1989: 6) argues, help sEudents

to "make explicit a wider range of rhetorical structures. " This

frdy, according to him, facilitate increased flexibility in

thought and expression, encouraging language development..

2.8 Can CSE promote transf ormation at IJWC?

We need t,o ask how the use of computers can help to addless some

of t,he issues concerning the University's Ewin obj ectives

equity and excellence. The University's commitment to democracy

forms the basis of its open admissions policy. This has had Ehe

effect, of not only increased numbers in the University's student

populat,ion, but also a diversification in socio-culturaI and

linguist.ic backgrounds. St.udents at III^IC who ref lect varying
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educaEional disadvantages, find that Ehey are required to compete

against studenEs with different (perhaps more privileged)

educational backgrounds. It is within the context of student

numbers growing disproportionately t.o academic resources, that.

the concern about academic sEandards and quality becomes so

urgent,. The reality is that. educational disadvantagement at UWC

is a majority phenomenon and therefore the ADP cannot be merely

a 'special" programme to help a smal-1 group of students fit into

the mainstream.

Mehl (1991) is convinced that. computer-supported education is

particularly suitable for a learning situation where student-

teacher ratios are high. He (1991: 1-5) explains,

Three features here are part.icularly int.eresting: two
tutors easily manage 1 000 participants per week. They
are able to extract necessary daLa, and thus monit.or
accurat.ely student progress through the curriculum.

Here one needs to caution againsE the danger of computer-

supporEed educat.ion being used as a form of mass conveyer-belt

educat,ion. Mehl (19912 L7) elaborates in this regard,

Our experience has shown that the computer can be used
to generate a small-group learning environment. Thus
we seldom place one learner per terminal, buE rather
encouraqe groups (2 to 4) around a terminal. The
interactions t.hat take place (between peers ) are
sometimes more valuable than t.he informat.ion presented
by the computer.

The

for
use of comput.er-supported educaEion has many

democratic transformat.ion in education.

possibilities
However, dn
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uncritical adoption of computer technology can serve to entrench

the currenE social relations of power, raEher than t.ransform

Ehem. The use of comput.ers oughE not to be considered outside the

current and changing realities of education. It. remains t.he task

of all educaEion democraEs to subject this powerful "monster' to

the imperat,ives of change. As Olson (1987 z L82-183) notes:

no tool autonomously organises and employs itself.
Too1s are used by people for particular ends (good and
bad). Understanding who uses them, how, and for whose
benefit - the structure of intentional use - action is
necessary if we are to assess how computers are like1y
t,o be employed. Underst.anding how computers will have
an impact on schools, labour markets, and modes of
social organisat.ion, therefore requires that we look
at t.he various interests served together with the
necessary social organisational and purely t.echnical
decisions.

In this chapter I have attempted to locate the discussion of

computers-in-education within t.he context of emancipatory

education, as well as in t.he context of my work. I will now

proceed Eo discuss my action research project. within Ehis

paradigrm.
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CHAPTER THREE

RESE,ARCHING THE HDE COMPUTER COI'RSE

3.1 The aim of the research project

This action research project was part of the M.Ed. course

requirement.. I was asked by the course convenors to identify any

aspect of my teaching practices that I wished to improve. The

action research course readings and class discussions were meant

to guide and stimulate such research. It was a case of developing

theory in practice. In retrospect, I can clearly note how the

"theoreticaT" class discussions helped me to grapple with the

uncert,ainties and conf usion of t.he 'practice " in my own

classroom. Similarly, the practice during my teaching sessions,

helped me to unlock the theoretical texts thaL I was confronted

with in t.he M.Ed. class. In reality, this interactive process was

less transparent and much more tension-filled than it appears

now. Having gone through the process, I can now appreciate the

dialectical relationship beEween the M.Ed. course-work and the

proj ect-work.

The project comprised two action research cycles of which I will

describe the first in this chapter and the second in chapter

four. The first cycle was my first attempt at action research and

occurred within the first three months of the M. Ed. course. I

had minimal exposure to the action research readings then. The

second cycle of my research was undertaken in t.he latter parE of
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the course and had the benefit of the experience of the first

cycle, os well as the benefit of more comprehensive reading and

discussion.

On a general leveI t,he project set out. to examine, through a

process of critical self-reflection, whether the use of computer

technologl, had any impact on the development of collaborat,ive and

emancipatory teaching practices and resources. More specifically,

the project set out to examine my own Eeaching pracEices in the

classroom, t.he responses of the HDE students, and the responses

of t,heir class pupils during their practice-teaching sessions.

The project. was aimed at assessing whether r was succeeding in

integrating the political aspect.s of the course with the

technical, in a way that challenged the status quo. In chapt,er

two I revealed some of the pitfalls in trying to "depoliticise"
the use of technologry. Technologry is commonly viewed as being

merely a technical mat.ter and most people consider the computer

merely as a tool to perform certain functions. However, as f have

attempted to illustrate in chapter two, the use of the compuEer

within the educational situat.ion has many socio-political

ramificat,ions. Part of my acEion research mission was to

establish whether the HDE computer course actually succeeded in

contributing to transformat.ive teaching, that. is, challenging

rather than promoting the political status quo. I hoped to show

that. despite the historical links with Ehe dominant social

classes, computer technologry offered various possibilities for

the development of an emancipatory education.
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I realised that it in many instances high-tech resources can

cause greaEer degrees of alienation Ehan facilitating improved

working condit.ions. In that respect, I believe they may stifle

rather Ehan facilitate the empowering process among staff or

students. I was interested in studying t,he social effects of

injecting technology into an educational situation, distorted by

years of class, racial and gender discriminat,ion and inequality.

I realised that a technicist.33 approach to the research on

comput,er-supported education, could easily exacerbate the above-

mentioned social inequalities. The concern of Ehis research

project was to undertake a critical examination of Ehe impact of

the technologry on the educat.ional situation. The critique which

this project hoped to embrace, conErasts sharpLy with the notion

of education technologry as an answer to our educational il1s.

3.2 Description of the HDE computer course

At the time of the project I was involved on a full-time basis

in the pre-service teacher-Lraining programrne of the DidacEics

Department at UWC, as mentioned in chapter one3a. I offered an

optional computers-in-education course for HDE student.s. I

Eaught two classes of twenLy st.udents each, f or two double

periods a week respectively, streEching over a period of eight

weeks. The course was resLrict.ed to forty students per semesEer

33fu1 approach
efficiency on1y.
chapter 2.

which focuses on the improvemenE
already explained this in moreI

of ski1ls
detail in

34I am currently employed as co-ordinaEor of the Computer
Supported Education Project, within t.he Academic Development
Centre at UWC.
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because of the limit.ed number of computer facilities available.

The course had as its aim to:

1 demystify computers on a conceptual 1evel and to make

them accessible resource media for teachers.

explore in a pract.ical way, how computers may be used

to develop democratically-oriented resource materials .

The aim would be to help develop more effective and

emancipaEory teaching practices.

2

3 problematise the issue of computers-in-educat.ion

examining its possibilities as well as dangers

democratic social transformation.

by

for

4. produce computer-compeEent and -confidenL teachers.

The course, in its conEent and method, drew upon the experiences

of the CECS in-service training (INSET) courses for teachers. The

similarity between the HDE computer course and the CECS INSET

courses was deliberate and was meant to link the pre-service

t.eachers with their qualified counterparEs the following year.

I att.empted to develop a course which was rooted in and based on

the experiences of practising teachers. Pre-service teachers, I

felt, were best guided by Ehe experiences of their experienced

colleagues, while the latter could benefit from the fresh ideas
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of their younger counterpart.s. I was also hoping to conduct joint

workshops with CECS where these computer skills were put to

practical use in developing and evaluaE.ing Eeaching resources

which promoted democratic values and facilitated better

interaction betwebn students, teachers and learning resources.

One of t.he objectives was for students to learn compuEer skills

by producing teaching materials on the compuEer.

3.3 Research ethics

The issue of ethics is central to qualitative research. Smith

(1990 z 258) explains that

Ethics has t.o do with how one treats those individuals
with whom.one interacts and is involved The two
most, important principles for the prot,ection of human
subj ects (of inquiry) are inf ormed consent and
anonymity.

Many action researchers, for example Ebbutt (1983: 5) , have

emphasised the seriousness of t.he et.hical question in research,

but perhaps ,John Elliot (1981: 9) puts it the most aptly:

One must ask the question: can the information
gathered about other people's acLivities and views be
misused by me and those r disseminate it to? lf the
answer is "yes", then one should try to give people
control over one's access to their activit.ies and
views, and over the extent to which t.he information
one gathers should be released to ot.hers. The key
concepts are confidentiality, negotiation and control.

Right, f rom the st.art I f aced the dilemma of research ethics. I
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was not Sure whether I should discuss my research project with

my HDE classes. Initially I decided to do, what is definitely

unethical. I did not inform the students abouE my intention to

monitor Eheir behaviour, for fear that. it might unduly influence

their responses in c1ass. I wanEed to observe Ehem as "naEural1y"

as possible. I reasoned that I did noE want to turn Ehem into

guinea-pigs and Ehe class into an experimenE with the actions

becoming a performance. These probabJ-y reflected my own bias

towards neuErality.

3.4 The research process

The action research approach makes use of what. can be caIled

four-phased reflective cycles or spirals. These can be repeated

cont,inuously, with each cycle est.ablishing a new layer of

understanding and improved practice. The four phases are:

planning, acting, observing and reflecting. rn practice these

phases are much more complex than what Eheir description

suggests. However, these phases must not be viewed as neatly

sepaiat,ed events, but rather overlapping, interweaving action

moving back and f orth beEween phases and bet.ween the many

intermediate levels of the micro- and macro situations.

Grundy ( L987 : 145 ) explains t.he process :

The process of acEion research consists of a number of
'moments" which are reciprocally related to one
another... Ref lect.ion Iooks back to previous act.ion
t.hrough methods of observat.ion which reconstruct
practice so that it can be recollected, analysed and
judged aE a later time. Reflection also looks forward
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to future action t.hrough the moment of planning, while
action is retrospectively informed by reflection
t.hrough planning.

In this approach the teacher (human agency) remains cenEral Eo

the process. Once a problem has been ident.ified the teacher

sErategises how to change the situation. The theory of reflection

is transformed into t,he acEion of implement.at,ion. this eliminates

the artificial separation between theory and practice which tend

to appear wichin the posit.ivisE research paradigm.

Lest we faII into the trap of oversimplification, ,John Elliot

(L989: 5) reminds us that action research

is a form of inquiry which acknowledges the realities
which face practitioners in their concreteness and
messy complexity.

Given the participatory nature of action research, the process

of inquiry is not. necessarily initiat.ed with a predetermined or

identified problem. The research problem can be arrived aE as a

result of t.he first reconnaissance cycle of research. Engaging

in critical self-reflect.ion enables one to identify siEuations

to be investigated with the intention to change them.

Understanding of these sit.uations are arrived at Ehrough Ehe

collect.ive participation of all involved in the process. The

research aims are continuously changed and modified with the

completion and even during each cycle of invesLigat.ion. There is

t.hus no grand plan, nor grand theory with neat solutions in

action research.
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3.4.1 St,arting t.he process

In order t,o lend a beEter insight, into what t.he HDE studenEs were

exposed to during the course, I elaboraEe below, on some of the

course sessions, each eighty minutes long.

In the first. session of t.he course students discussed their

expecEaEions of the course and Eheir individual percept.ions of

the technology. The second and third sessions were fairly

pract.ical in nature.

In the fourth session students had a workshop on People's

Education in pract.ice, and were required t.o relate these to the

development of Eeaching mat.erials on computer. The following

t,hree sessions were devoted to the practical aspects of the

development of lesson worksheets in their subject-based groups.

These entailed planning, discussing and working on the computer

itself. These were followed by an individual assignmenL to be

completed before they were to go on pracEice-teaching. The

assignment required that every sEudent. develop a school-period

Iesson on any topic within their subject area. The lesson had t.o

be based on what they understood to be a People's Education

approach and it had to be done with the help of the computer.

Students were expect.ed to integrate Eheir computer skills wit,h

emancipaEory educational ideas. Writing had Eo be done with a

wordprocessor (Microsoft Word), while graphics and line-art were

to be done with a simple graphics prograrune called, NewsmasEer.

Other graphics and photographs were scanned into Newsmaster and
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integrat,ed with the wordprocessor-generated text.

3 .4.2 Data-collection

Data-collection is a vital aspect. of research and influences Ehe

outcome of one's research inquiry. There are many dif ferent Eypes

of dat,a-collection techniques of which some prove to be more

effective than others for different act.ion researchers. McNiff

(1988: 76) advises the researcher to consider the following two

criteria in choosing data-collection t.echniques:

l_) which techniques are available for classroom

data-collection

which techniques are appropriate for which2)

reason.

The seriousness with which a research invest.igation is t.reated

is often determined by Ehe means and the efficiency with which

the data was gathered.

On this issue, Grundy and Kemmis (19842 L23) comment:

The function of data in action research is t.o provide
a basis for reflection. Data represents action in such
a way that enables it to be reconstructed rat.her than
only recollected. Dat.a collection is therefore not. an
end in itself, nor purely for hypothesis testing;
rather, it is a means of documenting observations and
thus mediating between moments of action and
reflection in the action research cycIe.
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3.4.3 Personal diary

I attempted to keep a personal diary about my observations,

doubts and fears. I had to force myself Eo be disciplined about

it, because I often forgot to make entries. I somet.imes entered

information a few days afterwards and mostly while planning for

my next class. This allowedme, to some exEent, to reflect. onmy

actions thus far and it informed my planning for my nexE move.

3.4.4 The tape recorder

During my first two classes with Ehe HDE students I tried using

a smal1 t,ape recorder which unforEunately proved Eo be somewhat

ineffective. Because I tried Eo conceal the presence of t,he tape

recorder, the recorded sound was of a poor quality and most

voices were inaudible. What made it more difficult to obtain

better sound, is the fact Ehat. in doing group work, the studenEs

do not always speak loudIy in c1ass, ds the case would be when

t,hey need Eo address Lhe teacher at t.he f ront. The teacher moves

around, so do the students.

As a result of this failed attempt, with the tape recorder, I

decided to inform the st.udents about t.he tape recorder - but that

was all, no details about my research. I was sti11 being

unethical (not without guilt feelings ! ) . Some wanted to know what

it was a1I about. I gave them the following obscure answer, "Oh,

ilm doing some research, just ignore it. ' During this time r was

discussing, with individual groups, details of their resource-
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package plans which they were supposed to develop. I found that

Eheir awareness of Ehe tape recorder silenced some of them and

made them uncomfortable. Because of my "obsession" to let the

process be natural, I did not. prepare specific questions, and

just recorded responses during our discussions about their group

assignments. I soon ran ouE of Eape and found that it. was

difficult to identify common patterns.

The use of the tape recorder was not completely futile. Its

usefulness 1ay in some of the general comments by students which

I recorded in my field notes on paper and t.he few comments which

were audible on tape. These comments indicat.ed that most of the

st.udenEs were stiIl exam-orienEed and aimed at pleasing the

auEhority figure who evaluates them. One of the questions was,

"How much marks do we get for this?". Some commenEs in response

to my inquiry about how alternative their worksheets were, "Is

this how we must do it?'; "We don't know what is alternative?

Give us some ideas". Others again feared Ehat as teacher, I would

find fault with their work and that they would be required t.o do

it all over again. One of them complained, "P1ease, don't t,ell

me that I must do iU again, this is Ehe third time I'm coming up

with somet,hing new. "

Some of the other cornment.s related to t.he difficulty that t.hey

found in working in small groups. One of the female student,s came

to me and complain€d,"I don'E want to be difficult, but. I find

it, impossible to work in this group. IE's most frustrating, they

don't do their part. I prefer to work on my own because I can't
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be made to suffer because of Ehem! "

3.4.5 The questionnaire

I abandoned the tape recorder as an aid. I decided to use a

questionnaire to elicit some specific responses from them. The

questions inquired about their initial expectations of the

course; whether these expectations were realised; the impact of

the course on their teaching; the t.eaching style of the teacher

(me); suggestions for possible improvements in any aspect of the

course.

The questionnaire included the following quesEions:

How did you benefit from the course?

Has your understanding of compuLers changed or improved

since the beginning of the course?

What effect did the course have on your skilIs as potential

teacher?

How could the course be improved?

Should the course be continued as part of your HDE

programme? Motivate.

What. were your expectations before the course? Which of

t,hese expectations have or have not been met?

Offer any general commenEs.

3

1

2

4

5

5

7

At this point I had

strategly, besides it

decided t,hat. it would be a

being morally and ethically

much better

correct, to
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explain the whole research exercise to t.hem and persuade them to

be parE of the action research projecL. Some of them frowned upon

it and one made t.he following remark, "Do we realIy have to do

it? This isn't actually part of Ehe course. 'r Others were

enthusiastic, but when t.hey eventually handed the questionnaire

back, it appeared to me that. not much thoughL had gone into

answering it.

3.4.5 Triangulation

Triangulation is peculiar to action research and needs to be more

fully explained. McNif f (1988: l-5) says that t.riangulaEion is

commonly referred to as the process of obtaining information on

a subject from three different points of view, namely the

teacher, pupils and outside observer or other third party.

While it cannot be said to be a source of validat.ing data, it can

be seen as a means of developing consensual meaning, through

cross-referencing research findings three-way.

Grundy & Kemmis (1987: L28) emphasise the importance of

triangulation:

The purpose of reflection is to provide the
practitioner with auEhentic insight.s which will
further the process of enlightenment. The actor must
always be t.he f inal arbiter of t.he 'truth' of Ehe
interpretation. Authentic int.erpreEation of data ildy,
however, be denied by the practit.ioner Ehrough self-
deception or because the existing attitudinal
framework obscures rational analysis of the presenEed
data. The interpretations of others can thus provide
perspectives that may be inaccessible to the lone
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subjecE The term 'Eriangulation' has
appropriated to refer to the cross-referencing
number of participants' perceptions of an event.

been
ofa

I asked one of the student assist.ants in the laboratory Eo act,

aS a triangulator. He was a final year Bachelor of Science

student. He was also a member of CECS and had extensive

experience in training adulE.s in compuEer skiIls. I explained the

purpose and requirements of the process to him and asked him t,o

observe certain phenomena during Ehe various lesson periods. I

asked him t.o watch which aspects (Eechnical or political) of my

lessons elicited more active studenE response than others. I also

asked him to observe who spoke more often in class - along racial

and gender lines. He managed to offer some very valuable insights

on these phenomena.

3.4.7 St,udent reports

The three week practice-teaching3s session which is compulsory

for all HDE students, offered a good opportunity Eo advance my

action research project. I proposed Ehat my students use Ehe

lesson worksheet.s that they developed during my course, in their

pract.ice-teaching sessions. I asked Ehem t.o writ.e up a report

on how the school pupits responded to the computer-assist.ed

resource mat.erials which they had produced in my course. f asked

the HDE studenEs to use that as an opportunity t.o "test" the

3sPractice-teaching is the practical requirement which all
HDE students must complete before qualifying as Leachers. This
consists of three visits, of about t.hree weeks each for the year,
to schools. During those sessions t.hey are required to teach and
these lessons are then evaluated by lecturers.
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2

effect,iveness of these pupil worksheets and to arrange for one

of their colleagues to observe and record the response of pupils.

They should Ehen assess whet.her t.he use of the computer in

developing t,hese materials had any ef f ect. whatsoever on the

success or failure of the lesson. I anxiously awaiEed feedback

from t,hem.

I asked them to complet.e the following evaluation quest.ionnaire

for the purpose.

How did t.he pupils respond to your lesson generally?

Do you think your computer-assisted worksheet had any

posit.ive impact on the response of the studenEs? Explain

how.

Were your lesson expect.at.ions in planning the lesson

realised in practice? ExpIain.

How would you judge whether your lesson was a

t.ransformative one?

Do you think the computer course contribuEed to t.he success

or failure of your lesson? Elaborate.

3.4.8 Field notes

At the beginning, my field noLes were fairly unstructured and

tentative. I recorded general observations abouL different

aspects of the field. As the project progressed and as a result

of some consultation with colleagues in the M.Ed. class as well

increased exposure to rel-evant readings, r developed more

3

4

5
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systematic patterns in recording my notes. I tried to monitor t.he

same Ehings that, f asked the triangulator to do, with t.he hope

of corroborat,ing his " evidence" and identifying some cofllmon

trends. I structured time for writing up my observations

irnrnediat.ely after the lessons, or alEernatively at the end of Ehe

day. I often, t.hough not regularly, reflected on these notes and

consequently reworked some of rny notes over weekends at home. The

following statement. by Hopkins (1985: 59) rings very true:

The greater the time-1apse between t,he event and
recording it, Ehe more difficult it. becomes to
reconstruct problems and responses accurately and
retain conscious awareness of one's original thinking.

Alt.hough f ield notes ref Iect my

evenLs, f found t.his to be t.he most

of data-coIlection.

personal int.erpretat,ion of

useful and convenient method

3.5 Findings in first cycle

Rather than presenting raw data and statistics from each data-

coltection technique employed, I shall aEtempt Eo reflect a

general sense of the responses taken from all the techniques.

In qualitative research statisEics never mean much by t,hemselves,

and can often be misleading. McNiff (1988: 81) comments on this:

How does one make sense of the flood of data Ehat.
pours in? The situation is doubly confusing when the
main focus of the original study seems to get lost in
the mountain of information.
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I find it more useful

interpreEat.ion that, I
exercises. I identified

exercises, which I will

some of the meaning and

from the data-collection

which emerged from these

to share

extracted

some r-ssues

comment on

Based on the motivations expressed on the application forms upon

registering for the course; and from the discussions at the

commencement of the course, ds well as the responses to the

questionnaire which followed Iat.er, it appeared that most

sEudents either had higher expectations, or unrealistic

expectations about what the course was intended to achieve. There

seemed to be a mystification and exaggeration of the capacity and

power of computers. AII of them seemed to attach unduly high

social and educational status to the role of t.he computer. One

commented, "the computer seems to have t.aken over our 1ives, and

therefore one cannot hope Lo be a good teacher without. knowing

how to use a computer. " Another claimed that. "the computer can

be used to solve many of our problems in the community. " Another

cornment was, ".Jobs are very scarce, computer training will

prepare one to fit into any job."

From the feedback of t.he questionnaire, and Ehe observation

process, I got the impression that, most students expected t.he

course to have been more "technical" and less "politicalu. Most

found the course to be "easier" than expected. fnitially they

were nervous but start.ed to relax when t.hey realised that they

could "get up and mingle as we l-iked". Many got frust.rat.ed when

they "lost" their computer files as a result of not successfully
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saving their document on t.he disk. One of the students remarked,

nI thought to myself, I spent more than Lwo hours on this

document, if I should Iose it again, I'rI definitely dropping this

course!u Fortunately he did not. OEhers talked about how good it

made t,hem feel, and one remarked, that tr J can now confidently

use a computer and chat to my friends about compuEers".

The triangulaEor's notes corresponded largely with mine and

shared boEh the fear and confusion as well as the shrills of

excitement when the students eventually got somet.hing right on

Ehe compuEer. I'11 extract one of his int.eresEing observations,

Group C seems to be lost. They have no idea what to do.
They seem to be scared to make mistakes on the computer.
They need more personal attention. They argue a 1ot. between
each ot.her. The one girl seems totally quiet (16/04/9L) .

It may be interesting to note t.hat Group C consisted of one

Coloured rural male student., drr African male and African female

student and an urban Coloured female student. The African female

was the quiet one referred to by the triangulaLor.

(See the discussion below on participation. )

On the question of empowerment, the statement by

female students from Transkei (summarised from

interview) was quite illuminating:

one of the

a recorded

I'm very happy to do this course. I been two weeks late,
and I'm very relieved and much grateful you made exception
for me. I'm so nervous Oh, I just hope I succeed! I
think computers is important for the upliftment of our
black people. We don't have computers there. Now that I'm
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using computers I feel much more confident as a teacher. It
is quit.e easy to learn, much more than I thought before.
It's also important for People's Education. I think every
teacher must be computer literate (20/03/91') .

3.s.1 On part,icipaEion

Some t.ensions raised by the findings, based mainly on my personal

observation and t.hat of the outside observer, are t,hose

concerning issues such as race and gender. It appeared that there

was more general participation in discussion about. non-Lechnical

issues, such as People's Education, and practical school issues.

The "African" component of the class participat.ed more in the

overtly political discussions. It also appeared that the males

(Af rican and rural-Coloured) dominat.ed t,he discussions on

political issues. The "Non-African" urban females appeared to be

more confident in discussions about computers than their African

and rural-Coloured count.erparts. However, the urban Coloured

males seemed most confident in the discussions relat.ed Eo the

t,echnical computer aspects of the course.

The findings related to group participation seemed to show thaL

most females in the groups worked harder than their male

counterparts, were more competent, came to pract.ise more on the

computers and showed more enthusiasm. Their lesson-packages

displayed evidence of much more effort and preparation (in

collecting additional articles and pictures) than those of most

of the ma1es.

My f ield not.es (07 / 05 / 9L) ref lect,ed Ehe contradictions in
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behaviour between male and female st.udents in the fol1owin9 wdY,

It. appears that it. is most.ly the female students who
are working on their assignments. There seems to be a
pattern here . . . ? I need to chase up some of the boys.

A worrying factor that emerged from the findings, was that. five

out of the eight. African students were not doing well technically

and were not very t.alkative during the technical sessions of Ehe

class t,ime. However, I noticed t.hat the same students of ten

missed classes. They did not seem to catch up and did not

practise their computer ski11s on their own. I tried Eo shifc

some "weaker" students into more confident and competent groups,

buE did not meet with much success.

This apparenE lack of confidence with the technology among the

African students can perhaps be attributed to Ehe many years of

exEreme socio-economic disadvantagemenE. One would expect much

less exposure to computer Eechnology within the African sector

of the community. It is easy to underestimate what it. takes to

break down the psychological fear of an alien Eechnology, like

computers. Or is it merely the persistence of bad habits and lack

of commitment to the course, or the part of those individual

st.udents? Whatever it may be, I believe that bold and creative

initiatives are needed to correct. the social imbalances as

manifested by t.he attiLudes of these students.

It appears from the findings as if sma11-group work does noE

always work ef f ectively. About sixt.y percenL of the students

expressed sat.isfaction with the group dynamic. When t.hey were
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questioned abouE iE more, Some complained about, an unfair and

unequal spread of workload wiChin Ehe groups. Others mentioned

the unreliability of some group members which affect Ehe overall

performance of t.he group. Most preferred to work on their own,

alt.hough Ehey liked having partners to refer to for help and

advice. These observations about. smalI-group work made me

question what has always (wrongly) been regarded by me as one of

the 'hoIy cows" of People's Educat,ion. The use of small-groups

in a teaching situation can be very useful, but should not be

applied in a mechanistic or uncritical way.

In the feedback more than hatf of the respondenEs indicated that

Ehey f eIt, that more t.ime should have been allocated to the

technical aspects of computer training in the course. It appeared

t.hat students required more personal att.ention in their atEempt

to master technical computer skiIIs. They felt that they were

left on t.heir own too soon to work on their worksheets. There

does noE seem to exist. a strong tradition of computer manual

reading. Students still require t.o be accompanied t.hrough Ehe

computer manuals. It seems that. they want Lo be "Laught" computer

skiIIs. A significant degree of frust.ration was expressed about

losing Eheir files on the computer and Ehus losing many hours of

work.

3 .6 Tentat,ive conclusions

In reflect,ing upon some aspects of t.he first phase of

research project, it seemed as if I managed to instil

my acEion

a measure
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of self-confidence in some of Ehe students concerning computer

skilIs. There appeared Eo be great.er enthusiasm among the group

of studenEs t,his year than was the case with the students of Ehe

previOus year. I tried EO "Eeach" Ehe current student.s mOre Of

t.he technical skiIls, before leaving them on their own, buE it

appears that more needed to be done in t.hat respect. Sma11 group-

work as a learning method remained problematic, ds I have

mentioned above. The fact that I was asking them to "test" Eheir

worksheets in the actual school set-up, compelled them to think

abouE their worksheet.s in a more realistic and practica] way. The

computer, I had hoped, would in t.he process become more

demystified. The fact that Ehe student.s engaged in critical

reflection on the practical use of their computer-assisted

teaching materials as applied in t.he schools during their

practice-teaching period is significant. Through t.hat exercise

some of them could start to perceive themselves as part.icipants

in the process of materials and perhdps, curriculum development -

a minor step towards democraEising educational practices.

By situating the learning of computer skil1s not only in the

broader socio-political context, but also making these skills

immediat,ely applicable in the t.eaching practice experience at

school, t.he course attempted Eo produce "transformative

int,elLectuals" (Giroux, l-988: L25) who could act as agents of

social change. In referring to the importance of teachers

becoming transformative intellectuals, Giroux (1988: 125) writes,

First, iL provides a theoret.ical basis for examining
teacher work as a form of intellectual labor
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Second, it clarifies the kinds of ideological and
pract.ical conditions necessary for teachers to
function as intellectuals. Third, it helps to make
clear the rol,e teachers play in producing and
legitimating various potit.ical, economic and social
interests through t.he pedagogies they endorse and
ut,i1ize.

The above staEement reveals a course agenda which extends way

beyond the provision of computer skills. The computer within this

context ceases to be merely an instrument, but forms an integral

part of the empowering process in which t,he Eeachers assert

themselves both as intellect.uals and as initiators of change. As

transformative intellectuals, teachers would question the

underlying philosophies of current pedagogies functional within

our schools. Ongoing criCical reflection about social pracEices

and traditions in school could form the basis for transformation

in education. Teachers would noE only question cert.ain practices

and values but also engage in such inEeltecEual activities which

would help to redefine the schoo] curriculum. In this respect,

the use of the computer would reflect these shifting and changing

power relations in education.

In the next chapter I will- describe the second cycle of my action

research project and discuss t.he various issues emerging from it.
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CHAPTER FOT'R

DEEPENING I.fY INVESTIGATION

4.1 The second action research cycle

The second cycle of my act.ion research project was undertaken

during the second university semester. It t.argeted another group

of HDE sEudents doing t.he computers-in-education course. fn

addition it included a look at. the impact of the CECS computer-

assist.ed resource development courses.

At that stage I felt much less confused and insecure about the

project as I did during the previous cycle. The firsL cycle of

self-reflective investigation lent valuable insight int,o my own

teaching practices. Both the M.Ed. course readings and class

discussions contributed significantly to enrich my understanding

of the various research issues. WhiIe I made significant

progress, I realised that I was merely scratching the surface and

still had a long way to go in unravelling fu11y the

epistemological issues and problems entailed in my action

research project.

My second action research projecU cycle was an extension of the

first and would both build on it, and refer to it throughout. The

first projecE can be regarded as a reconnaissance phase for this

second cyc1e. It served to highlight. and identify some problems

which deserved my closer scrut.iny and critical reflecEion. The
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timited scope of this project compelled me to narrow my focus on

one or two of the issues only. Here one needs to be aware of the

fact that., in selecting any one area of focus, it necessarily

distorts the reality, because it represents only part of the

picture. It is with that. acknowledged limitation in mind that I

proceed to discuss the findings of the second cycle of my

research project.

4.2 Issues arising out of the first cycle

The number of side- and relat.ed issues that emerged out of the

first rycle of this research initiative were int.eresting and

informat.ive. The first cycle revealed different. behaviourial

patterns identified along racial, gender and language lines (See

section 3.5.1 On participation, also fieldnotes 07/05/9L). The

first cycle also highlighted some tensions around the use of

smaI1-group work (See 3.4.4 The tape recorder) . The issue

centering on the technical-political balance of the course

featured prominently for me. It. is the latter issue that I

decided to focus on more specifically in the second cycle of the

projecE.. I realise that focusing on any one aspect narrows the

scope of my research lens, but as we know, researching everything

could effectively mean researching nothing.

4.2.L Problems encountered

In my previous project I was guilty of treating the issue of

research eEhics lightly. During the second cycle, however, I was
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int,ent upon not persist.ing with t.hat shorE-coming. I realised

t.hat a neglect in t.hat regard had Ehe effect of undermining t,he

credibility and authenticiCy of my action research. ftrm (1990:

6) points out that

Act.ion research demands sancEion for the investigation
and an accountability to the students. There is the
imperative of feeding back Eo, and clarifying research
findings with, Ehe participants of the research.

The ot.her problem I experienced, was the fact that I involved al-I

40 students in my research project. It had the effect of cast,ing

my net too wide. I real-ised that. working wiCh large numbers of

students made it difficult to do accuraLe monitoring of the

situation. It became clear that I had to adopt a more targeted

approach. The first semester experience showed that some of my

data-gathering methods, like the use of a tape recorder, were

ineffective. I now had doubts about Ehe usefulness of long

transcriptions even when I was abte Eo achieve a clear and

audible recording.

4.2 .2 Init,iat,ing change

Wit.h ref erence to my previous cycle, I undertook Eo use the

critical feedback that I received from the first semesEer HDE

students to help me reshape the ent.ire course during the second

Semester. I was planning to "involve them (HDE students) more

fu1ly in the project and 1et them develop a sense of collective
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ownership of this research project35. " This subsequently turned

out to be an underestimation of the complexity of the process of

change. On their return to Ehe University from a three-week

pract,ice-teaching session in the schools, the first semester

students made a number of recommendations. These, however, proved

to be much more difficult to implement than I initially

anticipated.

Many of them proposed that the course be lengthened Eo a year-

long one, rather than it remaining limited to one semester. The

authority to make such a decision did not reside with me, buE

with higher University structures. I could not simply implemenE

their recomrnendations by myself. Then there was the limiting

factor caused by the relatively smal1 number of compuEers

available. If the course were to be changed to a year-long one

Ehen only forty students, instead of the current eighty, could

be accommodat.ed.

The idea of involving the HDE student.s more fu1ly in my research

project, proved to be somewhat unrealistic, since f found that

students Eend to become highly pressurised by Ehe imminence of

examinations towards the end of the semester. On t.heir return

from practice-teaching, the firsE semester HDE student.s were left

with only three remaining weeks on the course. Given the mounEing

examinations pressure, a few of them dropped out of Ehe course,

leaving the 1ast. class assignment uncomplet.ed. I suspect the fact.

35This recommendat.ion was made by the first semester HDE
studenEs involved in the research project.
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that, the computers-in-education course was an optional one, made

the students accord it a lower status Eo that of their other

courses.

It is clear that it demands much more t.han good intentions and

commitment to bring about structural change. It. also becomes

apparent, that change on the micro-Ievel of the classroom is tied

up with change on the macro-Ievel of broader educational

strucEures (Fu1Ian, L982) . Individual change relates closely to

institutional change. Being conscious of the immediat,e

constraints experienced on the individual level of change, helps

to make one realise t.he need f or a commitment to broader

potitical transformation. Again, lowering one'S expectations in

the lighE of the above makes for more realist.ic planning. Fullan

(1,982) is helpful in lending some insight in this respecE, when

he suggests that

the most. beneficial approach consists in our being
able to understand Ehe process of change, locate our
place in it, and act by influencing those factors that
are changeable and minimising the power of those that
are not (Fullan, L982z 80).

4.3 The research process

4.3 .1 Limiting the number of participant.s

As I stated at the beginning of this chapter, I starEed off

examining the issues of race, gender and language which were

highlighEed by the first cycle of the project. This informed my

planning of Ehe second cycle of research. I decided on Ehe one
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hand, to limit the number of participanEs in my research to six

HDE student.s and on the other hand, exEend it to include six

teacher-members of the Community Education CompuEer Society

(CECS). My motivation for doing so was based on my decision to

focus on examining the technical-polit,icat balance in teaching

the use of compuEers-in-education. The aim was to reflecE on

possibilities and tensions arising from locating the use of

computers within the political economy of education (f have

already raised some of the t.heoretical issues in chapt,er t.wo) .

In the light of the above aim, I feIE t.hat my research focus had

to move beyond rr1r own classroom t.o include practices within

schools themselves. It made sense to engage CECS teachers in

this research project since CECS is engaged in inservice-teacher

training prografiunes which not only provides compuEer competency

skills but also locates these within the socio-political context

of South Africa. As Manie & MeerkoLter (1990: 22L) have noEed:

CECS has successfully employed the computer
for t,he empowerment of teachers.

as a tool

4.3 .2 Negotiations

Unlike my previous approach in observing my students secreLly,

and not telling them about my research project, I now decided to

negotiate Ehe whol-e process right from the onset. I am fu1ly

aware of the political and moral responsibility in observing

research ethics. Some researchers fall into the trap of doing

research on communities wiEhout any accountability to such

communit.ies . These outside " experEs " use t.he community as
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research objects merely Eo increase their academic qualifications

or publish Eheir next book. Baker (1986: 37) explains that. such

research

is very often predatory and parasiEical in EhaE
researchers use schools and teachers to test, often
unsound, hypotheses and then furt.her t.heir own careers
by publishing papers and books

It is a contradiction to do democra!ic research by using

undemocratic means. Besides the moral and political ethics of the

matter, I believe that the authenticity and effectiveness of t.he

research project would be increased by a feeling of involvement

by research subjects. Having a sense of joint ownership of a

project would invite a more serious sense of commitment to the

objecEives of the research. In order Eo achieve an acceptance of

a coflrmon set. of objecEives shared by all participants, one needs

to engage in a process of pat.ient but honest. negot.iations.

Davidoff & van den Berg (1990: 36) emphasise this:

A verar important part. of the planning of AcEion
Research is negotiat,ion. If you are researching with
people, you need to explain to them exactly what it is
you would like to do, and why you want to do it. You
need to gain their support for this. This is what.
negoEiation has to be abouE, because you are
researching with people raLher than on or about them
(my own empasis) .

4.3.3 The second semester HDE studenEs

I discussed the nature of my M.Ed. course wifh both my HDE

student groups and explained what my research project entailed.

I mot,ivated its importance f or educat.ion generally and its
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signif icance f or t,he future of t,heir computers-in-educaEion

course. I invited any five students from each group to work wiCh

me on this project. Four of the one group and one of the other

group volunEeered, while I had to use Some personal persuasion

to geE another one from the second group. The group comprised

four females and two males, of whom one was an African male and

anoEher an African female. These HDE students appeared to be

enthusiastic about. Ehe educational possibilities of computers.

4.3.4 The CECS Eeachers

I found it less threatening to discuss my research objectives

with my CECS colleagues. f suspect it could be because they were,

formally-speaking, my colleagues and not my students. Many of

these CECS teachers already shared my ideas on Ehe progressive

use of computers for democratic resources. ft was easy to explain

t,he merits of the research project. However, Ehe most dif ficult

t.hing was to get them to commit some of their time to this

projecE. Time is the scarcesE commodity among Eeachers! I managed

to get six teachers (two males and four females, aI1 "Coloured")

involved in the project.

4.3 .5 Data-gathering

Again I learnt from my problems in the first cycle of research.

I was not going to use techniques which proved ineffective in my

sit.uation, for example the use of a tape recorder (See 3.4.4) .

r decided to be more focused in my approach, doing less, but
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doing it thoroughly. I used a questionnaire for the six student

research participants to compleEe upon Eheir return from their

final practice-teaching session. I also asked t.hem to hand out

similar evaluation questionnaires to Ehe pupils whom they taught

during their practice-teaching session. Before the sE.udent.s went

out to Ehe schools, I discussed the issue of data-gathering for

the project with them. This helped me t.o assess how they felt

about my proposed research tasks. AIt of Ehem displayed a fair

amounE of enthusiasm. On their return to the University, I held

separate interviews with each of them.

The six CECS teachers were asked to undertake similar research

tasks as the HDE students, EhaE is, hand out questionnaires abouE

the impact. of the comput.er-aided lesson worksheets for t'he pupils

to complete. In addition to t.heir f indings, I asked them to

include an overall assessment by t.hemselves about what. impact the

use of computers have had on their teaching practices since Ehey

joined CECS. I held a group-interview with these six teachers

afterwards. The group interview was by default rather than by

choice. I initialty planned to do the int.erviews individually,

but circumstances (the notorious time fact.or) Ieft me with no

other choice. Nevertheless, some definite advantages emerged from

the joint. int,erview. It, enabled them to compare their findings

and comment on one another's views.

4.3 .5 InEroducing changes

The changes I introduced interesEingly enough, were
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circumst,anEial rather than planned. Because of factors beyond my

control, I was compelled to change the order my Course progrramme.

According to Ehe academic calender, drawn up by the University

authorities, Ehe HDE students would only have t,wo weeks of

computer classes (four double periods), before t.hey would be

required to go out on practice-teaching (See 3.4.7) to the

various schools. This meant Ehat I needed to start off the

compuEers-in-education course by teaching the students computer

ski11s, instead of the usual discussion on the socio-political

context within which they needed Eo use the computers. If the

six selected HDE students were to uSe computer-assisted

worksheets during their practice-teaching session, I had to

ensure that Ehey were equipped with the necessary computer skills

with which to prepare their worksheets before they went out on

practice-teaching. These circumsLances did not allow me to foIlow

my normal course prograrune as was the case in the first. semesEer.

I had to adjust the HDE computers-in-education course prograflme

t.o respond t.o the demands of the situation. f decided Eo teach

the HDE students technical skills wit.hout providing the usual

polit,ical conEexf. This change made me feel anxious, but I was

nevertheless interested to know what, effect. Ehis change in course

prograrnme would have.

The immediat,e task of the students was to acquire the necessarY

computer skills in order to put them into practice at their

respective schools. They were taught how to use the programme

NEWSMASTER, an elementary desktop publishing prograflrme which has
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successfully been used by Eeachers in the development of teaching

resources. I explained this change in t,he Course programme to the

students and explained why I was pushing the technical side of

the course so urgently. f invited bot,h HDE classes Eo have a look

at the work of the students of the previous semester, in order

to serve aS Some guideline and inspiration for their owrl. It

appeared that, very few had enough confidence at that stage Eo use

computers in preparing their worksheets. They did not. appear to

feel ready yet. One of them remarked, "Why do we have to use the

compuEer for practice-teaching? r'm not going to do it! " My field

notes reflected my own anxiety about t.his hesitancy on their

part,

They seem somewhat reluctant Eo use the compuEer. How
am I going to persuade them? They seem very anxious
about, practice-Eeaching itselt (27 /7 / 91) .

I had Eo do a bit of personal persuasion with my HDE project team

to get them ready for "experiment.at.ion" in Lhe schools. These

particular students did some extra practice sessions on the

comput,er and successfutly managed to produce computer-assisEed

lesson worksheets for their pract.ice-teaching sessions.

My final interviews with them were held after they returned from

practice-teaching. I made fietd not,es throughout.

4.4 Findings in the second cycle

I observed that only two of the six HDE students seemed to have
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a strong political orientation, the ot.her four were more keen on

using the computer skilIs. I recorded t.he following in my field

notes:

Tembile and Sandra (ficcitious names) show
polit.ical consciousness and are responding well
political input about. People's Education. The
seem more excited about Newsmaster (L2/9/9L) -

strong
to my

others

Similarly I not.ed Ehat four of the CECS teachers were senior

members of t.he organisation and fairly committ.ed t.o its political

ideals in using computers. The other two were relatively new in

the organisagion. I remember my excitement about the will-ingness

of the two newer members of CECS to participate. This is

ref lect.ed in my personal noLes:

I'm so glad Ehey agreed to participate otherwise I
could have a one-sided view of the experiences in CECS
(7 /8/ 93) .

None of these Eeachers in CECS had been exposed to computers

before their entry into CECS. I suspect that the above factors

invariably influenced the feedback of the two groups to me.

4.4.1 HDE studenEs

The questionnaire, which was used wiCh Ehe first Semest.er group,

was modified to look like this:

EVALUATION QUESTIONNAIRE

The aim of this quesEionnaire is to assess whether the use
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of the computer in making teaching resources, had any

impact on your teaching practice. This you may assess

through the response of your school pupils and the effects

on you and your style of teaching. You frdY, if you wish,

use any other method to assess the effect of t.he computer.

QUESTIONS

1 Did your pupils respond any differently to the lessons in

which you used compuEer-assisted worksheets t.han to the

other lessons? How could you gauge this?

2 Do you think your computer-assist.ed worksheets

positive impact on the students? Explain how

displayed.

made

this

any

was

3

4

5

Were Ehere

worksheet.s ?

any disadvantages in using computer-assisted

Explain.

Did the use of the computer help to make your lesson more

Erans formative/alternative? I I Iustrate .

Weighed up against. t,he cosE of compuEers, do you think

Eeachers need to be trained in the use of computers?

all

Based on the feedback from their questionnaires, dll six of the

HDE students seemed to think it was weII worth using computers

in preparing worksheets. They aI1 seemed to think that. the
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comput,er was an excellent teacher-aid. The pupils, the teachers

at the school and Eheir HDE colleagues seemed to be impressed

with E.heir computer-assisted worksheeLs. These worksheets made

them 'fee1 more cOnfidenE" and evoked "a bett.er response from

pupils'. They expressed Ehe opinion that the computer could be

"a teacher's greatest asset", as it enabled her to present neater

work and to plan bet.ter.

I was looking out for the difference in the Eype of response

beEween the "non-poIitical" and the "potit.ical' HDE students. The

difference in response between the groups appeared to be

insignificant.. I realise that my arbit.rary categorisation can be

problematic, and I use it hesitantly to distinguish between the

t,wo groups. It was only during t.he individual interviews EhaE f

not.ed different interpreEaEions of what. actually happened "out

theren in the "real world" of the schools. In response Eo my

question abouE the extent Eo which the computer-assisted

worksheet.s helped to create an alternative/ people's education

lesson, one of the "politically-oriented" two, mentioned the

political importance of being able to move beyond the confines

of the Eextbook.

In her history lesson, the above student explained how she could

supplement. the official text.s on the "Treaty of Versail-Ies" with

more immediat.ely experienced examples of fighting and peace

treat.ies among locaI criminal gangs. In explaining how much the

pupils seemed to "enjoy" the lesson, she mentioned how

appreciative the pupils were of her "special effort" Lo break
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away from the routine boredom of Lhe textbook. She said that she

believed thaE a lesson like Ehat was more "democratic" in nature

because it goE pupils t.o feel more involved in the lesson and

encouraged more active participation and group discussion. She

admitted that. she could have done a similar lesson without the

help of the computer, buE poinEed out that she was more

st,imulated, knowing she could use the computer t.o replace the

textbook. (I commented that. I did not. think it would be pract.ical

to replace the textbook complet.ely. )

The other "politically-oriented" HDE student commented on his

English language lesson. He referred, among other things, to the

"empowering effect." on boEh pupils and teachers, having control

over Ehe content of a lesson. He felt that Ehe computer could

play a key role in making "more relevant worksheets" which dealt

with the daily lives of the students. He felt that a subject like

English offered enough scope for experimenting with "alEernative"

ideas. The computer, according t.o him, was the ideal instrument

for that purpose.

In response t.o the same question t.he other HDE students seemed

t,o 1ay greaLer emphasis on t.he personal and technical advantages

of using the compuEer. They emphasised the positive effecEs thaE

the impressive appearances of their worksheets had on the

pupils and teachers. They remained vague about the "politicalo
potential of Ehe computer.
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4.4.L.L Ef fect.s of change in the HDE course programme

In examining what effect., if dny, the change in my course

programme had, I observed that Ehere appeared Eo be generally

more confidence among students after Lwo sessions on People's

Educat.ion. The sessions aimed at. locat,ing the use of computers

in the context of building a democrat.ic transformative education.

The sessions dealt wiUh the social implications of compuEer

technologry. However, Ehese sessions they received only upon

their return from Qtreir practice-Eeaching sessions.

I sensed a certain lack of cohesiveness in the class among the

st.udent.s when they returned from Lheir pract,ice-teaching. That.

I gauged from the type of responses I received when f gathered

the whole class in a circle for a discussion on Eheir experiences

out in the schools. They displayed an uncertainty of just how

useful computers and this particular course were for them as

teachers. One of them said, nI don'E know if it made any
/

differende, I couldn't tel1." Some of them still motivated the

wider career potential of t.he course. fhis was one of their

cornrnents, "I don't know about empowerment and this (sic) t,hings,

because I just want it (the computer course) on my diploma and

E.hat'S iE ! . ' f t appeared to me that. t.heir response was inf luenced

by the fact Ehat they until then, noE had the discussion on the

social and educational conEext of t.he use of computers. The

educaEional and broader socio-political link had Eo be developed

more firmly in the minds of the students.
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A small group of students did show a political awareness when I

raised the issue of transformative possibilities in the use of

the computer. This was evidenced by the following response,

"Although I did not manage to use the computer for my practice

teaching, I think it can help to teach People's Education

IeSSonS". When I asked what made her think So, she did not

answer. Her response I suspecE, was a result of the ot,her HDE

courses in which these students were exposed to ideas on People's

Education.

However, I noticed a remarkable change in atmosphere and attit.ude

among most sEudents when we starLed with Ehe sessions in which

they had Eo do their group assignments (These followed the

"political" sessions on People's Education) - As

t.eacher/faciliEator I moved around to discuss with them the

planning of their group assignments. They seemed to exhibit. much

more polit.ical insight into developing democratic resources with

the computer t.han was the case before the People's EducaEion

session. They seemed more confident and excited abouE their

assignments. Statements like, "... buf how can such a lesson be

made to be alternative?", and tr...no, w€ can't! that's sexist!"

were heard within the working groups. I reflect.ed in my noEes,

, if only they had this at.t.itude bef ore they wenE on their

t.eaching-practice session' (18 /9 /9L) .

In the interviews with my research participants, Some members of

the "non-political " group acknowledged t.hat Ehey did have a

better understanding of the political link bet.ween computers and
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education after the above-menEioned sessions. One mentioned, trI

don'E think your People's Education sessions taught me anything

I did not know already, buE it was fun! " The other two

("po1it,icaln ones) did not experience a real difference in their

understanding of Ehe political role of computers in education,

but one declared Ehat "it helped me Eo understand Peop1e's

Educat,ion in a more practical way. The oE.her commented, "You

know, someLimes you just use words without really undersEanding

it. n

In response to my question about the usefulness of computers for

teachers, all of the research participants expressed reservations

about. its feasibility because of the lack of access to comput.ers.

They felt that t,here were not enough comput.ers available in the

schools and in the community for teachers to use. This was a

source of frustration as reflected by t.he statement from one of

Ehem, nBut whaE's the use, we don't have computers at home, and

most of the schools don'E have computers, so?"

4.4.2 The CECS teachers

Ms B is an English teacher and one of the senior members of CECS.

She has been using computers since the very start of her teaching

career. She was exposed to computers by CECS during her pre-

service period at university and indicated that her experience

in using computers had been rewarding in various ways. She

claimed that her School pupils, coming from a socially

disadvanEaged background, "simply loved my personalised
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comput,erised worksheets." However, She immediately warned that,

"the computer can easily become just another Eoy for Eeachers to

use to decorate their worksheeLs, unless you are commiEEed to

educaE.ion for liberation." She emphasised t,he imporEance of the

political context in which computers are to be used in educaEion.

She pointed out Ehat Ehe use of the computer could be an

empowering experience through 'its ability to impress pupils and

to place more control over the content of teaching material in

the teacher's hands." She found that through a structure like

CECS, the use of the computer managed to put her in touch with

other teachers with whom she not only shared resources, but also

engaged in debates about educational issues.

As part of this research projecE she handed a quest.ionnaire to

her matric students to fill in. IE asked the following questions:

Do you prefer worksheets and question papers which are:

(a) handwritten

(b) typed on typewrit.er

(c) done on computer

Give reasons.

Do Computer-typed question papers affect the way you answer

your question paper? Why/why not?

Do you think that I would be a different kind of t.eacher if

I did not use a computer?

1

2

3
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According to her, mosE pupils indicated that they preferred

question papers done on compuger, because Ehey were better to

read and t.hey looked more aEt.ractive. However, some did indicate

that sometimes Ehey found handwritEen ones less int.imidating and

more personalised.

Most pupits indicated that question papers done on computer had

a better effect on them t.han did ones that were badly typed and

Iooked nboring".

To the third question, she indicat'ed that pupils grave varying

answers, but these all boiled down to the fact that they did not

believe the absence of the computer would change her as a

teacher. One of her pupils had remarked, "W€ love you with or

withOut the Computer, MiSS ! " However, according to her, t.he

availability of compuLer facilit.ies enabled her to give fuller

expression to her commit.ment. to democratic and creative teaching

practices.

She personally believed that. "the compuEer cannoE make you into

a gOOd teacher, but aS a teacher, you can make good use of the

computer. " She insisted thaf computer skills ought not, to be

t,aught, in isolation from the political and educational context.

Most of t.he f indings of t.he other teachers concurred broadly with

those of Ms B, alt.hough they atl Eaught at different schools

all high schools. Mr D explained how Ehe use of computers at his

school assumed a t.hreatening ro1e. The pupils all liked his
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worksheeES, but the latter caused Some en\D/ among computer-

illiterate Eeachers. The following sLatemenE from fellow

t.eachers, according t.o him, was not uncoflImon, "Hey, hy gee hom

net yt, manlo (He's simply trying to show off !). The facE is

that Mr D has been assisting the StudenEs Representative Council

(SRC) to do Ehe school magazines on computer - something which

most teachers were noE willing Eo do on a voluntary basis. In

addition, it was mostly ghe "progressive" teachers who used the

Compuler to prgduce "Subversive"37 worksheets. The computer,

which is normally regarded aS a stat,us symbol by school

authorities, thus assumed a negative StaEus among the mostly

conservative members of the school hierarchy. Mr D added his

voice to the argument that the computer had transformative

possibilities only if it was used within an emancipatory context.

Ms A, echoing Ms B's views in her own feedback, complained about

the inappropriate use of computers. According to her, many

politically conservative teachers, recognising the outward appeal

of computer-aided worksheets, were clamouring to use Ehe

computer. In most cases these teachers were merely reproducing

parEs of the textbook, in a decorative wdY, without changing

Eheir authoritarian teaching methods. She commented, trI don't

know why these Eeachers now suddenly want to junp onto the

bandwagon, they're not interested in changing their teaching

methods. "

37 A negative
principals to refer
transformation.

by conservative teachers and
who are committed to PoliE.ical-

term used
to teachers
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Mr G (one of the new CECS members) warned that. the use of t.he

computer can be limiting and that t.he Eeachers ought not to

develop a dependency on Ehe computer, but thaf they needed Eo

supplement, t,he use of the computer wit.h ot.her resources. Some of

his pupils commented thaf somet.imes t.hey f ound t.he compuEer-

assisted worksheets "boring", beCause he always used Ehe Same

Eype of computer graphics and f ont.s.

fn my interview with the group of teachers, I asked why the idea

of CECS subject groups, within which t.eachers share and exchange

computer-sEored resources, as welI as working collaboratively on

syllabi, failed to grow in a significant way? Most of them agreed

with their colleague who responded, "You know time is the

Eeacher,s biggest enenv." I reminded them that., according to

their own claims about subjecC groups, the use of the computer

to sEore and share Eeaching resources, was supposed to save them

time. In reply, they claimed that there were not enough teachers

in the various subject areas who were actively using the

computer, in order to make subject groups a feasible exercise.

Some of them were of the opinion that. if comput.ers on the one

hand, became more accessible to teachers, and teachers on Ehe

other hand, became convinced that. subject groups would have

immediate and direct impact. on Eheir daily Eeaching practices,

they would become more commit.Eed to these groups.

4.5 Making meaning

Based on the various questionnaires and the general observation
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of teachers and HDE students, it appears as if there is a general

feeling among certain pre-service and in-service teachers that

computer technologry, if used in an appropriate manner, can offer

possibilities for emancipatory education. These teachers seem to

suggest that the "appropriat,e" use of the computer, means using

it in a wider social and political context. It needs to form part

of a general democratic perspective on education in which

teachers act as transformative intellectuals.

The response to the change in the course-programme appeared to

underscore the view that the provision of t.echnical skills are

not enough to make teachers feel empowered. Teachers need Eo be

in a posit.ion to make the connection between technology and it.s

role within t,he educational proCess. They need to reflect upon

and understand how the use of the new Eechnology will influence

Ehe currenE relations of power within education, of which Ehey

form part.. It is only in discovering how the computer can be used

Eo change t,hings around them and perhaps challenge the status

euo, that teachers would feel empowered by the use of it-

It appears that Fuffan's (L982: 30) three dimensions of change -

the use of new technologry, using new approaches and t.he change

in pedagogical assumptions - were f unct.ional within t.he HDE

course session where student.s were doing their group assignments.

I am of the opinion t.hat. Ehe quality of Ehe group assignment.s

would in some measure refl-ect the ext.ent to which those students

had been able to integrate Ehe dimensions of change on the three

levels, referred to by Fullan. The group assignments required
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students t.o use

approaches and

perspectives.

new computer technologry, attempt new teaching

reflect critically upon their educational

When I asked the HDE participant,s whether I coul-d have left out

the session on People's Education, one of them answered Ehat

although she was famitiar with mosE of the People's Education

concepts, the session "helped me to link the computer with my own

ideas and other concepts which I got. from my other courses. " It

appeared as if these studenLs were acknowledging that conceptual

frameworks help to capture the meaning of practices (Eechnical),

whereas t.he concepEual frameworks only become fulIy understood

through act.ual practices (eg. t.hrough t.he pracEical use of t.he

computer for lesson worksheets). It seemed as if the student.s

were satisfied with t.he balance between poliCical and technical

conEent in the course.

In the next chapter I will attempt to draw together all the

issues and loose strands which emerged t.hroughout the mini-

thesis. I will also examine Ehe road ahead - the hope for and

possibilities of a democrat.ic and open education system.
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CHAPTER 5

COMPUTERS FOR CIIAIIGE A CRITICAI, REFIJECTION

5.L Reflecting on the process of change

In this chapter I will reflect upon the process of change as

experienced during this act.ion research project. I will consider

to what exEent my personal views and Eeaching practices have

changed in the process. I need to examine whether the HDE

compuEer course contributed or alt.ernatively hampered the process

of educational change. One needs t.o esEablish to what extent the

use of computers in the context of teaching and learning,

empowers or stifles the voice of students and teachers. Does Ehe

use of computer-supported education help to perpeEuaEe the st,atus

quo or does it contribute meaningfully to social t.ransformation?

These are key issues underpinning this mini-t.hesis, and which I

would like to address in this concluding chapter.

It is easy to underestimate the complexity of change. Many

theorists speak g1ib1y about change, but what does it mean in

practice? When I read Fullan's work (L982) on the implementation

of change in educational institutions, I start to grasp some of

the reasons f or the f rustration one experiences in Lrying to

bring about change in one's own teaching practices. It takes much

more than merely identifying problems and proposing changes on

a local leve1 in order Eo bring about actual change. There are

various inter-acting and overlapping layers of structures and
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relationships which are affected by change processes. Fullan

(L9822 261 suggest.s t.hat it would be useful to ask what. kind of

changes are being proposed, who benefits from Lhem, and how

feasible t.he proposed changes are for actual implementat.ion.

Implementing change affects people's beliefs, behaviour, skil1s

and self-images. When Ehe change process challenges these, iE

causes insecurity and anxiety. It affects inter-personal

relations and is perceived as a threat to existing power

relat.ions in t,he institution. Depending on the nature and source

of change, it could meet with varying degrees of resistance and

or perhaps apathy.

Fu11an (L982: 30 ) argues t.hat.

change consists of a sophisticated and none too clear
dynamic interrelationship of the t.hree dimensions of
change. BeLief s both guide and are t.hemselves inf ormed
by teachLng strategies and act,ivities; the effective
use of materLal,s depends on Eheir articulation with
beliefs and teaching approaches (my emphasis)

Change involves as much personal-psychological transformation as

it does challenging the vest.ed int.erests of social hierarchies.

Change in role relationships is the most difficult because it,

implies a shifE in t.he balance of power, be it in the classroom

or "higher up". Changes in the classroom can demand radical

changes in the existing curriculum, which in turn have wider

socio-cultural and polit,ical ramifications. I think about the

negat,ive reaction of Ehe school principal to my role as a

t.eacher-activist. committ.ed Co "radical changes" in the education
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syst,em. I also remember the political victimisation of various

Eeacher-activists by school inspecEors and other educaEion

authorit.ies.

In a divided and polarised society like South Africa, Ehe

prospect of change aSSumeS an even greater threat to groups with

vested int,erests in the status quo. In the South African context,

the concept of change and its successful implementation

constitute contested terrain in the struggle between hegemonic

and counter-hegemonic forces. The demand for educational change

has become an importanE part of a broader democratic struggle

for socio-political transformation in Sout.h Africa. It is in this

context that the emancipatory nature of action research becomes

more important. Action research needs to define itself in terms

of t.his struggle for democracy and social justice.

5.2 Has rt1r research project promoted educational change?

Examining my project in the light. of the above criteria I need

to consider to what extent the broader social sEructures and

power relat.ions impact. on my classroom practices and to what

extent t,hese practices in turn, are able to influence Ehose

broader social StrucEures. Walker (1990: 6l-) cautions Ehat

Action research divorced both from an understanding of
the structural features of one's society and links
with political forces for democratic education must
event.ually be limited in its effects to improvement
without change.
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What are t,he implications of the above for my own project? I have

been observing and reflecting upon practices in using the

computer for materials development, but I need to consider how

they promote change in a broader structural and political sense.

I need to ask the questions, What has my project, managed to

change? What, are the effects of such changes? In what respect has

my research been emancipatory?

This project has been based on the assumption that education is

inherently political. I agree with Freire (L972 ) that education

is always polit.ical since educaEion cannot be separated from
t

power. Those who hold power define what education will be, its

methods, progralnmes and curriculum.

I will now atE.empt

opinion, started to

to illusErate how the project has, in my

address some of the above questions.

5.2.7 Democratising the development of teaching materials

The staEe's monopoly over educational resources and textbooks

enables it Co hold ideological sway over educaE.ional conEent and

structure of the school curriculum. Developing independent

democratically-orient.ed t.eaching maEerials could help to

strengthen counEer-hegemonic resistance in Ehe schools. The

projecE has essentially been aimed at addressing the need Eo open

up emancipaEory possibiliCies in education. The development of

teaching materials is an important aspect of curriculum

development.. Under Apartheid, education has been determined and
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Shaped unilaterally by State-appointed "experts", who in most

cases remained alienat.ed from t.he community at whom education is

aimed.

The Apartheid sLate defined education in such a way as to serve

the interest,s of the racially-dominant group who imposes its own

nregimes of truth" (Giroux, L988) upon society. Mclaren (1989:

!74) explains this concept by showing how the politically

dominant groups in society attempE to

fix the meaning of signs, symbols and
representations to provide a 'common' worldview,
disguising the relat.ions of power and privilege
through the organs of mass media, state apparaEus such
as schools, government instituEions, and state
bureaucracies (Mclaren, l- 9 8 9 : L7 4) .

By engaging pre-service teachers in t.he process of developing

teaching materials, Ehe HDE computer course helped to democratise

aspects of curriculum development. Teachers learnE Eo quest,ion

the "power of the printed word", since Eheir own ideas could now

appear in printed form. The social consciousness of teachers was

raised through quesEions such ds, Whose knowledge?; What

knowledge?; and Towards what. end? These pre-service t.eachers

started seeing themselves as producers of knowledge rather Ehan

mere implementers of knowledge. Teachers realised that they

themselves could now define the meaning of text. and the conEext

of t.eaching materials.

Stubbs (1-989:

(and Eeacher)

L5) refers to the benefit.s of publishing sEudent

writing. He (1989: 1-6) writes:
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Such forms of local- writing publishing can be much
more responsive to local diversiEy. It is not
mainst.ream publishing, and therefore potent,ially more
open to a range of different ideas and different
viewpoint,s . Combined with computer-assist.ed production
methods, it should lead Eo a more active view of
writing.

placing the provision of technical skills within a political

context makes the potential for transformation greater. The

research pro j ect helped go inj ect a measure of critical

reflection into the course which made boCh the HDE students and

CECS teachers, dS wel-l as myself, think more clearly about the

role of t.echnologry within the wider process of social

transformation.

5.2.2 Towards an understanding of power relations

The project. identified various differences and Eensions among

students part.icipating in the research process. These tensions

are best. undersEood within the contexE of power relations. Power

relations are often publicly manifested through forms of cultural

expression.

The varying degrees of technical success by t.he different HDE

st,udents in my class were invariably Iinked to Ehe cult.ural home

and cultural capital of each student. According to Lynch (L9742

73), Bordieu uses the concept of cul-tural capital to identify and

explain different. behaviourial patterns and responses among

students. He argues that the cultural experiences and values

based on t.he social class of students have a large influence on
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the academic success of studenEs. Mclaren (1989) refers to the

'1ived experiences" of students as an important facEor in

determining how students relate Eo one another and to t'he

schooling system.

I identified dist,inct behaviourial- patterns and at.titudes Eo the

use of tectrnologDa. In chapter four I illustrated the dominant

roles of oColoured" males, and the Eechnological insecurity

displayed by the "African" secEor of the HDE class. The

confidence about "political" issues expressed by Ehe African

students seem to have a link with the political experiences in

their communities. This is contrasEed with a clear lack of

technological confidence within t.hese same communities. The HDE

course could possibly have an empowering effect if it succeeded

to mediaEe successfully between E.he t.echnologry and the political

culture of these students3s.

s.2.3 Gender relations

The research iniEiative highlighted the issue of gender relations

in t.he HDE compuEer course. I found Ehat female student.s appeared

to work much harder at t.heir assignmenfs, but appeared less

confident t,han their male counterparts with regard t.o the use of

the technology and to relat.ed discussions in class. The issue of

gender inequality is a worldwide phenomenon which is also

38Many of the Af rican student.s who enroled at UWC

political "refugees" who fIed from political repression
violence in other parts of the country.

were
and
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reflected in the use of technologry in education. Michael App1e

to the use of(1989: 305) quotes a current analyst

computers in USA schools,

with regard

While stories abound about students who will do just
about anything to increase t,heir access to computers,
most youngsters working with school computers are
(economically advantaged) white, and maIe. The ever-
growing number of private computer camps, after-school
and weekend programs serve middle-class white boys.

A lack of sensit.ivity t.o and understanding of existing power

relations can help Eo entrench social inequities based on race,

gender and c1ass. The uncritical use of technologry, as I argued

in chapE.er three, can have the effect of not. only masking these

tensions, but also exacerbating t.hem.

5.2.4 Placing
critical

computer skiIIs within the paradigrm of
pedagogry

The research project set out to reflect crit.ically on the use of

computer technologry as a means of developing more democrat.ic

forms of teaching. It examined possibilities of using the

computer aS a resource to develop progressive (People's

Education) teaching resources. AE the Same time it was a

reflect,ion on how best to teach such a course without losing iCs

socio-political context and purpose. This course was easily and

often wrongly percej-ved as being a purely technical skills course

and consequently inviLed inappropriate expectations by students.

It was my aim to situat.e the teaching of this course firmly

wit.hin the paradigrm of critical pedagogy. The extent to which I

have managed to do So, forms a central aspect of the research
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exercase.

5.3 Macro micro link

The concern expressed by the HDE student,s about the lack of

adequat,e access to computers for teachers in the schools,

emphasised, in my opinion, the need to make more apparent Ehe

link between the micro-Ievel in t.he computer laboratory and the

macro-Ievel outside. If the skilIs learned in t.he HDE course must

assume an emancipatory character, these pre-service teachers need

to channel their energies through an appropriate liberatory

organisation, such as the South African Democratic Teachers Union

(SADTU), or CECS. Melanie Walker (L990: 50) argues that

only such organisaLionally
interventions can realise the
of classroom action research.

located pedagogical
emancipatory poEential

Change in t.he classroom must be aimed at wider social changes.

The HDE students did express an interest in CECS as far as it

would facilitate their continued use of computers for materials

development. CECS could possibly be the vehicle for these new and

other teachers Eo promote emancipatory materials development.

Individual HDE sEudents may find ghat they can, by virtue of what

they experienced in this HDE computer course, eventually make a

significant dent in the status quo. Learning to use computers in

a socially relevant. way could therefore be perceived aS a

transformative act in itself.
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5.4 Research for social change

I would like to assert thaE any research which fails to take into

accounE the issues arising ouE of the current struggle for socio-

political transformation in SouEh Africa, run the risk of being

socially and educationally irrelevant. fn considering the

usefulness of this action research project, I need to commenE, on

the transformative potential of action research aS a process.

Shirley Grundy (1987: 19) in distinguishing emancipatory action

research from technical and practical ones, characterises it as

being committed to social and political justice and freedom.

Melanie Walker (1990: 59) writes that

Critical or emancipatory action research requires that
one starEs from the teachers' political understanding
of how society is structured, how it is changing and
how it. can be changed, and related to such
understanding, how one might. act in t.he classroom so
that. one's pedagogical and political concerns
intersect to generate transformative effecEs.

5.5 Conceptual issues in action research

Central to the debates on social change are concept.ual issues

such as the relationship between theory and practice, objectivity

and subjectivity, the individual and society, and micro and macro

levels of research. These issues have significant impact on how

meaning is constructed and perceived on a common Sense 1eve1.
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5.5.1 Theory and practice

How does action research perceive the relationship bet.ween theory

and pracEice? The issue of theory-practice lies at the heart of

emancipatory act,ion research and informs its cyclical crit,ical

self -ref lect,ion process . It rej ects the concept.ual separation

between theory and practice and argues that within Eheory there

are pract,ices and in pract.ices there is theory. Grundy (1987:

L44) finds Paulo Freire's concept of praxis a useful way to

overcome the tension between practice and theory. Freire (L9722

96) claims that

"... mens acEiviCy consists of act.ion and reflecEion:
it is praxis and as praxis it requires theory to
illuminate it. Men's acLivity is theory and practice;
it. is ref lect.ion and action.

Grundy (1987 z :-44) argues that praxis implies a reflexive

relationship between theory and practice, in which each builds

upon Ehe other, rather than a Iinear relationship in which Ehe

one determines the other.

This challenges Ehe notion of outside educational expert,s who

,,own" the theory and make policy while teacher-practitioners are

expected merely to implement it. This separat.ion bet.ween t,heory

and practice has much to do with the ongoing political struggles

involving School inspectors on the one hand and "progressive"

t,eachers in Coloured and African schools, OD the oEher. The

separation between theory and practice forms the basis for the

undemocratic educaEional views and pract,ices of state-supported
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st,ructures.

Carr & Kemmis (1985: L83) refer Eo a dialectical relationship

bet.ween pairs of terms which are normally regarded aS being

mutually exclusive - theory and practice, and individual and

society. I f ind the following explanaEion of t.heirs iIIuminating:

Action research recognises E,hat thought and act,ion
arise from practices in particular situaEions, and
that situations themselves can be transformed by
t,ransforming the practices that. const.it,ut.e Ehem and
the understandings that make them meaningful. This
involves Eransformations in individual pracEices,
understandings and situations which groups of people
const,itute through Eheir interaction (Carr & Kemmis,
1985: L83) .

5.5.2 The obj ectivit.y-subj ecEiviEy debate

The debate around the issue of object.ivity versus subject.ivity

is closely associated with the tension between positivist

research and qualitative research. Objectivity as a criterion for

research stems from the positivists' insistence on placing

educational research through similar "testing" methods , as they

do with the natural sciences. ft is an att.empt to protect

research findings from personal or "subjective" biases and

distortions. This "test", according to them, would make the

research more rel-iable and trustwort.hy.

Qualitative research, however, rejects the notion of objectivity

and says Ehat the reports of any researchers contain their own

personal interpretations and bias of event.s. Research about human
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lives is unlike that of t.he pure sciences, and

interpretation to extract meaning from events

processes.

needs human

and social

PosiEivist research emphasises the "objective" status of

knowledge as that which exists independenLly of the observer

while Ehe qualit.ative interpret.ive researcher emphasises t.he

subjecEive understandings of the participants as a basis for

interpret.ing social reatity. However, emancipatory action

researchers adopt a dialectical approach which bring together the

inherent, contradicEions of these relations (as described above)

into a dynamic unity.

Richard Winter (1989: 49) explains that

the dialectical approach suggests that. in order
to understand a phenomenon we treat it as a set of
relations between el-ements which are different and in
some sense, opposed (i. e. contradicEory) , and yet aE
t,he same Eime interdependent (i.e. form a unicy) - rt
is this instability in the structure of a phenomenon
which provides it with a specific and inherent
tendency to change.

Further emphasising the inter-dependence of theory and practice,

Winter (1989: 65) explains that

t.heory separated from practice slips into abstract
speculation and the ramificat.ion of jargon; practice
separated from theory slips into self-justificatory
reaction or self -perpetuating rout.ine.
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5.3
:

5 Society and individual

Often Eeachers are unaware to what extent their actions are

influenced by external societal factors. MosE teachers are

bearers of middle class values which t,hey bring into the

classroom often filled with working class students. These values

are then transmitted to student.s who do not necessarily share

those values. This process can cause a measure of alienation

among students. It is important t.haE teachers are made sensit,ive

to the relationship between society and individual and its effect

on the classroom situat.ion.

While the individual is a product of society, Ehe society is

simultaneously made up of individuals' actions. Theory and

practice are thus interdependent. and exist in a social matri6-

within which meanings are constructed and actions can be given

meaning. We need to recognise Ehat. there are social-structural

constraints on social thought and action which are beyond the

control of individuals or groups. At the same t.ime we need to

acknowledge that there are personal (subjective) constraints

which they themselves can change, if they understood the world

dif f erently (Carr & Kernmis, 1986 : 180 ) .

5.5.4 rdeology-critique

How do we free our understanding from the distorEions of

"external" social constraints? Action research proposes a process

of ideology-critique. Grundy (1978: 111-) explains ideologD/ as "a
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set of ideas which disEorts reality by making what is

culturally constructed appear 'natural'. " ThiS Serves to mask the

real relationships of power and when these distorted meanings

correspond with those of the dominanE group in society, they

constitute ideological hegemony.

Teachers often do not realise to what. ext,ent. they promoE.e Ehese

'invisible" hegemonic processes through their Eeaching pract.ices.

Many teachers teach Ehe given curricula in an uncritical wdY,

based on the assumption that education is polit,ically neutral and

universal. The appearance of schooling as being politically

neutral is a powerful means of lulling teachers into roles of

passive reproducers of knowledge.

Ideology-critique which offers a way of escaping from the

distortions of ideology, cannoE be enact.ed merely through a

process of critical self-reflection or merely on a micro-

classroom 1eveI. The process needs to operate dialectically on

all levels of interaction which help to constitute meaning. The

action researcher needs to understand how her practices are
r

"socir/tty constructed and historically-embedded" (Carr & Kemmis,

1986). It. is noE enough t.hat. t.eachers or st.udents replace one

dogrma with another. I suspect that many of the political slogans

demanding a "democrat.ic People's Education" are ideologically

tainted and also need to be subjected to the rigours of crit.ical

t.heory. Grundy (1987 z 1-L2 ) argues that the action researcher

would need, what she ca11s, "critical Eheorems" to help the

individual to uncover the ideological dist.ortions. Critical
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Pedagogry is one example of what would help educational act.ion

researchers in their attempt to escape from ideological hegemony.

The dialectical link between critical social theories and E,he

self-reflective spirals of act.ion research creates a dynamic

balance between individual action researchers on the micro-1eveI

and the socio-poliLical impact of the macro-societal strucEures.

5.6 Possibilities for Eransformation.

Melanie Walker (1990: 60) argues thaE emancipatory action

research does offer possibilities for educaEional transformation

in South Africa, because, as she points out, "the guiding ethic

of such research is the social and political ideals of freedom. "

Stephen Kemmis ( l-984 : 78 ) agrees that :

Unless it. is engaging specific political movements in
education, it runs the risk of treating the actors it
is intended to influence or enlighten as reified
when it does So, it becomes a species of interpretive
research, lacking political commitment because it does
not employ a self-subsuming theory of educational,
social and political change.

Educational research has generally been regarded as an elitist

affair, reserved for "academics". In South Africa, where

education has emerqed as one of the prime sites of political

contestation, teachers and students tend to constitute the

research fodder on which intellectuals grow fat. Historically

there has been a clear separation, in South Africa, between
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intellecEuals and activists, despiEe t.he much popularised slogan

of Gramsci's organic intellecLuals.

Action research appears to propose the bridging of t.his

historical gulf bet,ween academic "theorists" and non-academic

"pracEitionerso. It is easier to argue on the theoretical plain

that na1I teachers are researchers and all researchers need to

be teachers", Ehan it is to translate that into practical

reatity. It implies moving from the theoretical int.o the

political and vice versa, but in a much messier way than stated

here. The proposal of acEion research requires the bringing

together dialectically, but very visibly, the polit.ical micro-

Ievel with the political macro-IeveI. Teacher acEivists (Ehose

who are already committed to social transformation), and others

need Eo be convinced Ehat such research action will empower them

and transform their situations.

Walker (1990) addresses my own concern for a closer link between

classroom investigation and the macro political structures in the

way that action research is often practised. She (1990: 59)

argues that

classroom studies must recognise that. schools 'are
not autonomous f rom t.he process of capital
accumulat.ion and the structure of class
relations' (Sharp, l-986) . To develop counter-hegemonic
pedagogical strategies we need to identify the ways in
which deeper structural features impact on paLterns of
interaction in the classroom so that we might 'hear
the macro order tick

The current phase of political transition in South Africa,
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presents the opportunity to explore fu11y the transformaEive and

emancipaEory potential of acEion research. Teachers have an

import,ant. role t.o play in Eransf orming schooling and in

developing a critical pedagogy. IE would, however, be naive to

suggest, t,hat teachers alone can transform education; they need

to form part of a broader political movement. ft is equally naive

to argue that, educational change has to wait for political

change. Action research, by empowering Eeachers through

collective involvement in critical reflect.ion and action on

educaEional relations, engages in the act of democrat.isation and

transformation. The process of Eransformation can be sEarEed by

critical interventions on a loca1 classroom or school level.

These act,ions would help to erode the foundation upon which the

sEatus euo, with all its macro - educational and political -

sEructures, rest.

Action research creates the opportunity for teachers and students

to be involved as producers rather than mere implementers of

knowledge. Teachers, as key actors in the educational situation,

often display a tension beEween Lheir polit.ical practice and

their classroom practice. Not many teachers have been able to

translate their political ideals into democratic classroom

pract.ices. In this respect t.he crit.ical self -ref lection of action

research methods will help Leachers to transform their daily

classroom practices and thus effect some changes in the learning

situation. It. is hoped that the feeling of empowermenE which t.he

process will instil in the teachers, wiIl make them use t.heir new

voices to wake up the sleeping giang of social and polit,ical
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transf ormat.ion.

5.7 A word of caution

While emancipaEory acEion research has, in my opinion, the

potential to empower teachers and other pract.itioners to bring

about transformat,ive changes within education, we need to caution

against a simplistic notion of action research aS a weapon of

political struggle or aS panacea for educational problems.

PracEice has shown Ehat action research projects do not always

realise their transformative objectives. It is important EhaE we

remain critically aware of the Western-European roots of action

research and the cultural assumptions which influence many of the

international writings on it. According to John EIliott (1988)

action research developed organically from an existing teacher

culture receptive to notions of innovaEion, reflective practice,

and curriculum theorising. Wal-ker (t922 z L2 ) reminds us

accordingly that

The point is that. action research in England was
rooted both in the teachers' view of themselves as
autonomous professionals, and a well-established
movement for curriculum as a process.

AS we know, no significant research culture among teachers

presently exist wit.hin South Af rican schools. The prof essional

autonomy of South African teachers is in itself, a controversial

issue. In fact, the issue of teachers' professional autonomy is

one of the cent.ral demands of Ehg ongoing democratic educational

struggle. It is therefore inappropriate to simply import action
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research uncritically into Ehe South African context.

While remaining critical abouE it, emancipat,ory action research

for 11I€, is a commit.ment to bring about change on a grrassroots

level - somet.hing which many academics tend Eo merely t,heorise

about on an abstract 1evel.

5.8 Pedagogry of hope and possibility

Most t.eachers in South African schools experience high levels of

despair and apathy, having Eo operat.e within an education

bureaucracy which Iacks any credibility, and one which is

racially exclusive and undemocrat.ic. I have taught in one of

these schools where teachers are required to teach classes of 40

- 50 students each, and with half the required number of st.udent

desks available in the classroom. In most cases the classrooms

are dilapidated, yet students have to write their examinations

in such conditions, even with rain pouring through the broken

window panes. Oft.en the child in t.hese schools, having an empty

stomach to contend with, gets caned because she can't manage to

concentrate. In most, cases I found that the teacher has no

recourse other than the apathetic and mostly incompeEent

education bureaucrats aE school. Given such a scenario, it is

difficult not to despair.

Giroux ( 1988 : 1l-L ) argues that :

The agony of the lefE in this
language of critique offered no

case is
hope for

rhar. its
teachers,
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parents or
within the
language of
of despair.

students
schools

critique

to wage a polit.ical struggle
themselves. ConsequentlY, the

is subsumed wit.hin Ehe discourse

,,Hope and possibility" is generated from the process of "making

the pedagogical more polit.ical and Ehe political more

pedagogical' (Giroux, 1988: ]27). Critical Pedagog[f helps to

discover, activate and harness, what Giroux (L98L) cal1s,

npopular voice". The idea of popular voice is an aELempE t,o

bring int,o t.he classroom the lived experiences and the popular

culture of the community in order to extract the socio-political

meanings from their lessons. Students and teachers must be made

to feel that their personal experiences count in the process of

knowledge production. They need to know that they can and do make

a difference. They musL assume collecEive ownership of

educational change and not. feel Ehat they are mere research

objects studied by academics. Giroux (1-9882 t27) suggests that

"teachers should become transformative int.ellect.uals if they are

to educate students to be active, criEical citizens."

When I think how well children learn through play, I wonder what

has happened to the pleasure of learning at school. Traditional

schooling has the effect. of killing the love for learning and

instilling fear as a necessary condition for learning. I often

think about the analogrlz of the concent.ration camp cont,rolled by

sirens and jailers which I, aS student, made about school. I

believe that the discourse of pleasure and desire which crit,ical

theorisEs like Simon and Giroux (1989) propound, needs to be

introduced into our schools.
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There are So many ways in which one unwittingly helps t.o

perpet,uate the dominant hegemony. It is easy to faII into the

trap of becoming part of.new hegemonic forces which resulE from

t.he count,er-hegemonic struggle. We become guilty of silencing

popular voice when it differs from Lhe dominant mainst.ream of

thought. We oppose any forms of resistance to our own ideas. We

at.tempt to define the dominant discourse in terms of our own

particular polit.ical or cult.ural group interests. How of ten do

we not, use popular democratic language as political capital to

alienate t,he very people we claim to speak on behalf of?

However, by engaging in critical pedagogly and the discourse of

hope and possibility, I hope to become and help produce some

"intellectuaI guerillas for change" (WECTU, L987). Giroux (1988:

L28) offers some encouragement when he refers to teachers as

transformative inEellectuals who

must work to creaEe the conditions that
give students the opportunity to become
citizens who have the knowledge and courage
to struggle in order to make despair
unconvincing and hope practical.

5.9 The road ahead

What is the future of computer technologry as a teaching-learning

resource in our schools and tertiary educational institutions?

If it is anything to go by, we may have a look at. the latest

edition of t.he South African government's education policy

proposals caIled, Education Renewal Strategy, oD the issue of
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education technologry. Int.erestingly enough, the latest version

of Ehese proposals Seem to suggest a relatively progressive

st.ance on educat,ion technology than what has been t,he case

before,

The simple fact. is that t.he educaEion process is
far more than the mere Eransmission of knowledge
through some technological medium. The relationship
between Eeacher and learner is an inEegral element of
educat.ion. Education t,echnologl can complement and
support the teacher in the process, but it cannot
replace the t.eacher, Ehe t.eacher would still be
necessan/ as a planner, motivator, guide and evaluator
(Department of National Education, L992: 56).

But why do we need the technology? I have at.tempted to illustrate

within this mini-thesis that. the t.eaching of large classes can

be significantly enhanced Ehrough the effective use of computers.

According Eo Morrow (1993: 8) it is unrealist,ic to expecE the

size of classes at schools and universities to shrink with the

irnminent change in governmenL.

He (1-993: 9) argues that

we are probably going t.o have to seEt1e on a class
size of about 40, not 20 or 25, in our primary and
secondary schools in the future South Africa; and it
is like1y that a university like UWC is much more
typical, in respect Eo cl-ass-sizes , of what a
university wiII be like in a fut.ure Sout.h Africa than
are the hist.orically white universities.

The challenge to make creat.ive use of a potentially powerful

teaching resource such as computers, remains ours. It is

important that those committ.ed to emancipatory praxis take hold
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of the t,echnologry in order to promote their transf ormaEive

objecEives in educat.ion.

5. r-0 CONCLUSION

In my action research projecE I att.empt.ed to reflecE critically

on the aims and objectives of the computers-in-education course,

and more generally on t.he idea of using Ehe computer as a

transformat,ive resource in education. The project has helped to

further probtematise the concept of computers in education. The

project helped me to think about the use of computers more

carefully in terms of the socio-political contradictions and

tensions around race, class and gender.

The action research project has managed to highlight various

possibilities, as wefl as problems, in using computers to develop

t.eaching resources. Politicall-y, the project has shown that the

critical use of computer-supported educat.ion can offer

transformative possibilities. Equipping studenEs from

marginalised African and Coloured communities with computer

skills, forms part, of challenging t.he current power relations.

The redistribution of access Eo computer skills and resources

will help to lend great.er voice and power to make possible the

re-ordering of the staLus quo. I am hopeful that Ehe use of

computers-in-education can help to instil a culEure of

technological confidence into t.he historically "silenced"

communities.
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Did the project bring about changes within the HDE sEudents and

changes within me as t.eacher? I am of the opinion Ehat by having

made t,he students more sensitive to issues like gender, language

and the political context in using the computer, the project had

a transforma|ive effect. Students involved in the project

reflected more carefully and crit.ically about Ehe computer course

than would have been the case ot.herwise.

As teacher, I benefited from the students' feedback and Ehe

process of my own crit.ical self-reflection. The experience made

me more sensitive to the social dynamics and contradicEions among

Ehe students in class. I became aware of some of the weaknesses

in both Ehe course structure as well as in my teaching practices.

Personally, the research projecE has helped to enrich my own

understanding of this field of knowledge. Through this action

research exercise I have experienced a degree of personal

transformation. The action research M.Ed. course has been a

source of valuable t.ension as welt as sErengt.h. Before joining

the course I always regarded myself as a progressive teacher and

one who promoted t.ransf ormative possibilit.ies. In ref l-ecEing more

seriously during this research project, I realised that my role

as t,eacher-activist failed Eo challenge the status quo on a

grassroots leveI. It became apparent t.hat much of my liberatory

rhetoric was not rooted in transf ormative everyday classroom

pract.ices.

The M.Ed. course helped t.o

debates, the challenges, the

provide some enlightenment. The

insecurity, the despair, but more
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import,anEly, t,he supporE and collaboration among colleagues

helped me t,o emerge with new meaning, hope and confidence. The

question now remains - where do I go from here? WilI I cont,inue

to reflect. on my practices beyond Ehe compleEion of my M.Ed.

mini-t.hesis? I realise that doing act.ion research can be very

demanding and not always convenient, but when I consider t.he

threat of being absorbed into the rut of meaningless transmission

teaching cycles, I cannot but think that every Eeacher needs to

use some form of critical self-reflection to safeguard against

becoming "dead wood". It is important to continue the ongoing

spiral of critical self-reflect.ion so thag it may help us

navigate t.he sEornr}, waters of life's struggles.

The following statemenE by Melanie Walker appropriately sums up

what I have attempted Eo convey through t.his mini-thesis:

I do not think that emancipatory action research will
on its own create a revolut,ion, nor liberate
participants in the grand sense. There is no inherent
guarantee that the research wiIl empower without
shifts in the materiat base of power relations -

Nonetheless, act.ion research's effect lies in those
locaI, particular moments of Eransformation which
arguably contribute to Ehe long haul to create a just
world. The point is to understand empowerment on all
leve1s (Walker, 1992: 29) .
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